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1. Introduction 
In this paper various semantics are given for an imperative and a functional language. In both 
languages the evaluation of expressions may have side-effects. Traditionally, side-effects are modifications 
of the nonlocal environment, for instance assignments to nonlocal variables or variable parameters. How-
ever, we are primarily interested in the concurrent evaluation of side-effects. Therefore we regard every 
statement in an expression as a side-effect: 
Concurrent evaluation of side-effects originates in the fact that both languages support applicative con-
currency. Applicative concurrency is concurrency with regard to the way in which the arguments of a 
function are evaluated. The arguments of a function are evaluated concurrently, which may involve the 
concurrent evaluation of side-effects in the arguments. 
Applicative concurrency is actually based on the fact that the order of evaluation of the arguments of a 
function is left unspecified. In order to evaluate the arguments of a function the atomic actions constituting 
the evaluation of the arguments are merged arbitrarily. In this manner the concurrent evaluation of the 
arguments of a function is modelled. The merging of atomic actions is done also in the collatoral elabora-
tion in ALGOL 68. 
We now proceed with an outline of this paper. 
In chapter 2 some mathematical preliminaries are given. This chapter is especially concerned with the 
notions of complete metric spaces and domain equations. It provides the mathematical framework for 
chapter 3 in particular. 
Chapter 3 describes the imperative language. It is a relatively simple language that supports the con-
current evaluation of side-effects in integer functional expressions and boolean functional expressions. 
Two interpretations of the language are considered, the latter based on an enlarged granularity of atomic 
actions. For each interpretation an operational semantics is given based on a Hennessy/Plotkin transition 
system and a metric denotational semantics is presented together with a proof of the equivalence of the 
operational and the denotational semantics. In these semantics the meaning of a statement is a process. A 
process is an element of a process domain. Process domains are obtained as solutions of domain equa-
tions. A process domain together with its metric is a complete metric space. Available metric techniques 
are used in order to simplify the semantical equivalence proof. 
Chapter 4 describes the functional language. This language has been adopted from [Jo]. His a func-
tional language with the feature of lazy single assignment. This assignment provides the basis for side-
effects. We present the denotational semantics of Josephs for the langauge. This semantics only supports 
sequential evaluation of the arguments of a function. We give a natural semantics for the language follow-
ing a semantical definition method described in [Ka]. Furthermore, we provide operational semantics in 
order to support concurrent evaluation of arguments of functions and even the use of the so-called par 
combinator for parallel evaluation of expressions. 
This paper concludes with a list of references. 
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2. Mathematical preliminaries 
2.1. Notational conventions 
A function f with domain X and range Y is denoted by f: X -+ Y. The variant notation f {y Ix} with 
x EX and y E Y stands for a function from X to Y defined by: 
f lv!x} (x) = y 
flv!x}<x') =f(x') ifx*x' 
A set A with typical element a is denoted by (aE )A. 
The powerset of a set A, the set of all subsets of A, is denoted by <P(A). The set of all nonempty and 
dosed subsets of A (with respect to the metric involved) is denoted by <P nc(A). 
2.2. Metric spaces 
Definition 2.1 
A metric d on a set M is a mapping d: M x M -+ IR , which satisfies 
(i) V x ,y E M d (x ,/) > =0 
(ii) Vx,y EM d(x,y) = d(y,x) 
(iii)Yx,yEM d(x,y)=O*'x=y 
(iv) V x,y,z EM d(x,:;:) <= d(x,y) + d(y,z) 
(M, d) is called a metric space. 
Example 
The discrete metric d on a set X is given by: 
d(x, x) = 0 
d(x, y) = ifx *Y 
forx,yEX. 
Definition 2.2 
Let (M, d) be a metric space, x E M. 
a) A sequence (x;); in M is called a Cauchy sequence whenever 
Ye>O 3NEIN Vm,n>N d(x,,,,xn)<e 
b) A sequence (x;), converges to x whenever 
Ye>O 3 NE IN V11 >N d(x, x,, )<e 
c) ( M, d) is called complete whenever each Cauchy sequence converges to an element of M. 
Definitiofl 2.3 
Let (M 1, d 1) and (M~. d~) be metric spaces. 
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A function f : M 1 --> M 2 is called contracting whenever 
Yx ,y EM 1 d 2(f(x), f(y)) ~ t ·d(x ,y) with O~t< I 
Proposition 2.4 ( Banach's fixed point theorem ) 
Let (M, d) be a complete metric space ; f : M--> M a contracting function. Then f has an unique 
fixed point. Or: 3 ! x E M [f(x)=x ]. 
Definition 2.5 
A subset X of a complete metric space (M, d) is called closed when each Cauchy sequence in X 
converges to an element of X. 
Definition 2.6 
Let (M, d) ,(M 1, d 1) , ••• ,(M,,, d,,) be metric spaces. 
a) We define dM --+M as follows: 
I 2 
b) Let M 1 U ... UM,, be the disjoint union of M i. ... ,M,,. We define dM 1LJ ... UM as follows: II 
Y x ,y EM 1 U ... UM,, 
dM u ... UM (x,y)= d;(x,y) ifx,y EM;, I ~j~n 
I n 
c) We define dM
1
x ... xM,, as follows: 
Y(x I•"' ,x n ),(y 1 .... ,y,,) EM Ix ... xM,, dM I x ... xM,, ((x I•·" ,x,, ),(y l•'" ,y,, )) =max{d;(X; ,y;)} 
d) We define d!J' <Mi as follows: 
nc 
YX,Y E CS' nc(M) dv !Ml( X ,Y) =max{supx E x{d (x ,Y) },supv EY{d (y ,X) }}, 
M . 
where d(x ,Z) =inf~Ez{d(x ,:: ) } for every Z C M , x E M. 
Proposition 2.7 
Let (M, d) ,(M 1, d 1) , ... ,(M,,, d,,) be as in the previous definition. Then 
(i) (M 1--+M,, dM --+M ) , 
- I : 
(ii) (M 1U ... UM,,,d\,I u ... UM ) , I n 
are complete metric spaces. 
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2.3. Domain equations 
A process is an element of a process domain. Process domains are obtained as solutions of domain 
equations. A general reflexive domain equation has the form: 
P = F(P) 
where F is a functor on the category of complete metric spaces. For an elaborate discussion of domain 
equations we refer the reader to [BZ] and [AB]. 
We only need nonessential variations of the following domain equation: 
P = {po} U ( A-+ <P ncCB x id,12(P))) 
The nil process is denoted by p 0 . A and B are arbitrary sets. We assume for A and B the discrete metric. 
id, is a functor on the category of complete metric spaces given by: 
idv.,(Q) = Q, id,,,(d)(x ,y) = 1h · d(x ,y). 
An example of a process is >.a. { <b 1, p 1 >, <b 2 , p 2 >}. On basis of an argument a this process can choose 
between b 1 as first step with resumption p 1 or b 2 as first step with resumption p 2• 
The equation is solved as follows. Define 
Po= ({po}, do) 
Pn+I =({po} U (A-+ <PncCB X idi;,(Pn))), dn+l) for n ~O 
do is the discrete metric. The metric dn+J is defined along the lines of definition 2.6. We now put (Pw, 
d,J = ( U 11 Pn, Un dn) and define (P', d') as the completion of (Pw, d 0,). The complete metric space 
(P', d') is the solution of the domain equation. For the proof we refer again to [BZ]. 
3. Concurrent e,·aluation of side-effects in an imperative language 
An imperative language is a language that consists of sequences of commands. In this chapter we 
describe an imperative language with side-effects and applicative concurrency. We interpret the language 
in two ways. For each interpretation we give an operational and a metric denotational semantics and prove 
that they are equivalent. 
A short outline of this chapter: in paragraph 3.1 we describe the syntax of the language, give an infor-
mal explanation and make clear in which two ways we view the language. In paragraph 3.2 the semantics 
corresponding with the first interpretation is given, in paragraph 3.3 the semantics corresponding with the 
second interpretation. Paragraph 3.4 concludes this chapter with a short comment. 
3.1. Description of the language 
3.1.1. Preliminary definitions 
Definition 3.1 
(m E) Icon is the syntactical set of integer constants. 
(x E) Ivar is the syntactical set of integer variables. 
(~E) Pvar is the syntactical set of procedure variables. 
Definition.3.2 
(a E) V is the semantical set of integer values. 
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(~ E) W is the semantical set of boolean truth values {true, false}. 
Definition 3.3 
The state aE I: is a mapping from the integer variables to the integer values. Or: I: = Ivar ~ V. 
3.1.2. Syntax 
Definition 3.4 
A program t E Prog is a pair < D I s >, with DE Deel and s E Stat. A declaration DE Deel is a n-
tuple <~ 1 <=Sf, ... • ~n <=sf,> or<~; <=Sf>; , for short, with ~;EPvar and sf EStat.r: (guarded 
statements), for some n ~ 0. 
Definition 3.5 
The class (s E) Stat of statements is given by: 
s::= x:=e I ~ I (s 1:s2) I (s 1 U s2) I if b then s 1 else s2 fi 
(where x E Ivar and ~E Pvar) 
The class (s8 E) Stat8 of guarded statements is given by: 
s8 ::= x :=ex I (sf ;s 2) J (sf U s~) I if B then sf else s~ fi I if {38 then~ 1 else s2 fi 
Definition 3.6 
The class (e E) Exp of expressions is defined as follows: 
e::= x Im I (s;e) I f(e 1,. .. ,en) 
(where x EI var and /11 E lcPn) 
The class ( e8 E ) Expx of guarded expressions is defined as follows: 
ex::= x Im I (sK;e) I /(ef ..... ef,) 
Definition 3.7 
The class (b E) Bexp of boolean expressions is defined as follows: 
b::= true I false I not(b) I and(b 1,b 2) I or(b 1,b 2) I relop(e 1,e2) 
(where re lop is one of the following relational operators: =,::;:. , ~ , ~ , >, < ) 
The class (hi: E ) Bexpg of guarded boolean expressions is defined by: 
bK::= true I false I not(b;:) I and(bf .b~) I or(bf ,b~) I relop(ef ,e~) 
Definition 3.8 
The class ( e E) Exp(e) of nonsimple expressions is defined by: 
e:~= (s;e) I f<e 1, .... e,_ 1.e 1 ,e 1 T 1, .... e,,) 
( where 1 ~ i ~ n ) 
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The class (€8 E) Exp(E''I) of guarded nonsimple expressions is defined by: 
E11 ::= (s 11 ;e) J f(elf. , .. .,ef-1 ,Ef,ef+t ,. .. ,ef,) 
(where l~i ~n) 
The class (EE) Exp(E) of simple expressions is defined by: 
E::= X J m J f(E1, ... ,En) 
Definition 3.9 
The class ({3E) Bexp({3) of nonsimple boolean expressions is given by: 
{3::= relop(e,e) J relop(e,E) J and({3,b) J and(b,{3) J or({3,b) J or(b,{3) J not({3) 
The class ({38 E) Bexp(/38 ) of guarded nonsimple boolean expressions is given by: 
(3K::= relop(EK,el1) J relop(eli,Eli) J and((3K,bK) J and(bli,(311) J or({3K,bK) J or(bli,(3K) J not({3K) 
The class (BE) Bexp(B) of simple boolean expressions is given by: 
B::= true J false J relop(E 1,E 2) I and(B1>B2) J or(B1>B 2) J not(B) 
Lemma 3.10 
a. The classes Exp(f) and Exp(E) are disjoint and form together the class Exp. 
b. The classes Bexp(J3) and Bexp(B) are disjoint and form together the class Bexp. 
Proof. Trivial. 
3.1.3. Informal explanation 
We have made use of the simultaneous declaration format for recursion. Instead of this we could have 
included µ~[s ]-constructs for recursion in the definition of the statements, the commands of this imperative 
language. However, the o;imultaneous declaration format makes the semantical equivalence proofs much 
easier. 
The class of statements includes the assignment x :=e and the (possibly recursive) procedure call ~. 
From other statements we construct statement composition (s 1 ;s 2), nondeterministic choice (s 1 U s 2) and 
the if-then-else statement. Notice nevertheless that an assignment x : = e possibly contains several substate-
ments: 
x:= (x:=2;y:=3;:::=1;2); 
A condition b of an if-statement may also contain substatements: 
if = ( x: = 2; y, y: = 3; :: ) then s 1 else s 2 fi 
In the definition of a program we see that the body of a procedure in the declaration part is a guarded 
statement. A statement is guarded if none of its initial substatcments is a (possibly recursive) procedure 
call. In this manner it is guaranteed that execution of a procedure call does not immediately proceed with 
just another procedure call. The guardedness requirement is needed later in lemma 3.22 and the semanti-
cal equivalence proof. 
The class of expressions consists of the basic expressions m (an integer constant) and x (an integer 
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variable) and the composite expressions (s ;e) and f ( e 1, ... ,en). The expressions are divided into the sim-
ple expressions which do not contain any statements and the nonsimple expressions which contain at least 
one statement. We consider any nonsimple expression as an expression with a side-effect. The expression 
(s ;e) called statement-expression compositi0n provides the basis for side-effects. Evaluation of (s ;e) 
involves execution of s followed by evaluation of e. 
In the expression f(e 1, ••• ,e 11 ) f stands for a function from n-tuples of integers to integers. An order of 
evaluation is not imposed upon the arguments off. The arguments are evaluated concurrently by merging 
their atomic actions. Concurrent evaluation of side-effects comes about if f has nonsimple arguments. 
Because of the occurrence of statements in expressions, guardedness is also required for expressions. 
An expression is guarded if nPne of its initial substatements is a (possibly recursive) procedure call. A 
simple expression is thus guarded too. 
The class of boolean expressions consist of the boolean constants true, false, the relational expression 
relop(e1>e 2), not(b), and(b 1,b 2) and or(b 1,b 2). A boolean expression is nonsimple if it contains a state-
ment, that is, if some subexpression is a relational expression relop(e I>e 2) such that at least one of its 
arguments is a nonsimple expression. Again, the arguments of boolean functions are evaluated con-
currently. 
The condition of a guarded if-statement is a guarded boolean expression. If this guarded condition is 
simple, the statements following the condition must be guarded. If the condition is guarded and nonsim-
ple. the statements following the condition do not need to be guarded. This explains the two instances of 
the if-statement in the definition of the guarded statements. 
As said before, we interpret the language in two ways. The difference between these two interpretations 
is in the granularity of atomic actions. In the first interpretation the only atomic action is the assignment of 
a simple expression to a variable. ·1 ne asssignment of a nonsimple expression to a variable now involves 
evaluation of the side-effects followed by the assignment of the resulting simple expression to the variable. 
Evaluation of a simple condition of an if-statement does not take a step. 
In the second interpretation the evaluation of an integer constant, the evaluation of a boolean constant, 
the evaluation of an integer variable, the application of a function and the assignment of an integer value 
to a variable are atomic actions. As it turns out, this increases the possibilities of the language. We return 
to this in section 3.3. l. 
This completes the informal description of the language. 
3.2. Semantics of the first interpretation 
A short outline of this paragraph: in section 3.2.1. the semantical valuations of simple (boolean) 
expressions are defined. Section 3.2.2. presents an operational semantics 0 1• A denotational semantics D 1 
is given in 3.2.3. A denotational semantics with continuations is provided in section 3.2.4. The semantical 
equivalence of 0 1 and D 1 is proven in 3.2.5. 
3.2. l. Preliminary definitions 
In this section we define the semantical meaning of a simple expression and a simple boolean expres-
sion. 
Definition 3.11 
,, 
The semantical valuation V : Exp(E) -+ ( I: -+ V ) is given by: 
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V(m)(a)= a (where u is the integer denoted by m) 
V (X )( CT) = CT(X) 
V(f(E 1, ••• ,E,,))(a)= lf]( V(E 1)(a), ... ,V(E,,)(a)) 
Remark. We denote by lf] the semantical meaning off, a function from V" to V. We assume the 
intended meaning off as known. 
Definition 3.12 
The semantical valuation W : Bexp(B)-+0:;-+W) is given by: 
W(truP)( a)= true 
W (false)( a) = false 
W( not(B) )( CT) = -, W(B)(CT) 
Remark. [re lop], the semantical counterpart of relop is a function from W2 to W. Note that we used 
instead of [and],[or],[not] the logical symbols /\, V,-,. They denote the wellknown functions from W2 to 
w. 
3.2.2. Operational semantics 
An operational semantics is based on a transition relation -+. A transition relation is a relation between 
configurations. Suppose that c 1 and c 2 are configurations and (ci. c 2) E -+ (Notation: c 1 -+ c2 ). We 
then call c 1 -+ c 2 a transition. The intuitive meaning of a transition is that one step can be taken from con-
figuration c 1 to configuration c 2• 
A transition relation is determined by a transition system. Formally, 1 transition system is a syntax 
directed deductive system for proving transitions. It consists of axioms that show what the basic transitions 
are, and rules for deducing new transitions from old ones. A transition relation consists of all provable 
transitions. 
We now define the configurations of our operational semantics in 
Definition 3 .13 
A configuration c E Conf is given by: 
c::= <s,a> I <e,a> I <b,a> I a 
where s E Stat, e E Exp, b E Bexp and aE E. 
The used simultaneous declaration format requires that we define a transition relation for every declara-
tion D. We therefore define a mapping T1 : Deel-+ e5>(Conf x Conf) such that T1(D) is the transition 
relation determined by the transition system T 1( D). This transition relation is denoted by -+ 0 • We define 
the corresponding transition system in Definition 3.14. 
The transition relation -+ 0 consists of transitions of the form : 
( l) < s , a> ~ 0 < s ', a'> 
(2) < s, a> ~ 0 a' 
(3) <e,a>~ 0 <e',a'> 
(4) <b,a>~ 0 <b',a'> 
- 10 - I 
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The transitions have the following intuitive meaning : ( l) Executing s one step changes the state from a 
to a', with s' still to be executed. (2) Executing s just takes one step, changing the state from a to a'. 
(3,4) Evaluation of a (boolean) expression e (b) one step changes the state from a to a', with e' (b ') still 
to be evaluated. 
We now define 
Definition 3.14 
--·-----
The transition system T 1(D) is defined by the folkwing axiom and rules: 
Axiom 
Rule l 
Rule 2 
< x :=E, a> ~ 0 a{V(E)(a)lx} 
< s 1, a 1> ~ 0 < s2, a2> a 2 
<s 1 ;s.a 1 >~ 0 <s 2 ;s,a 2 > <s,a2 > 
< s , a> ~ 0 < s '. a'> a' 
< t a> ~ 0 < s ', a'> a' 
provided that~ <;:S in D 
Rule 3 
< s 1, a> ~ D < s ', a'> I a' 
< ifB then s 1 else s 2 fi, a>--.< 5 1 , a'> a' 
provided that W(B)(a) = true 
Rule 4 
<5 2,a>~ 0 <5',a'> I a' 
< ifB then 5 1 else 5 2 fi, a>~< 5', a'> a' 
provided that W(B)(a) = false 
Rule 5 
< 5 , a> ~ 0 < s ', a'> a' 
< (s;e), a> ~ 0 < (s';e), a'> < e, a'> 
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Rule 6 
< e, a> _.D < e', a'> 
< x:=e, a> _.D <,\:=e', a'> 
< j (e 1 .... ,e;-1.e ,e; + l •· .. ,en). rr> __.. D <j (el> ... ,e;_ i.e ',e; + l•". ,en), a'> 
Rule 7 
< relop(e,e 2), a> _.D < relop(e',e2). a'> 
< relop(ei.e), a>__.. 0 < relop(e1>e'), a'> 
< b , a> __.. 0 < b ', a' > 
< not(b), a>__.. 0 < not(b'), a'> 
< and(b,b 2), a> _.D < and(b',b2), a'> 
< and(b 1,b), a>__.. 0 < and(b1>b'), a'> 
< or(b ,b 2), a> __.. 0 < or(b ',b 2), a'> 
< or(b 1,b), a> _.o < or(bi.b'), a'> 
<if b then s 1 else s 2 fi, a>__.. 0 <if b' then s 1 else s2 fi, a'> 
Remark 
We used 
l __.. 2 3 
as shorthand for and 6 
as shorthand for and 
We call an assignment x : = E a simple assignment. In this semantics a simple assignment is considered 
an atomic action. The only axiom represents the execution of this only atomic action. Every other transi-
tion eventually is based on this axiom. A transition sequence therefore represents in fact a sequence of 
simple assignments. 
Rule 5 provides the basis for a transition <e, a> __.. <e ', a'>. In a similar way the two last conclu-
sions of Rule 6 form the basis for satisfying the premiss of Rule 7. 
Note further that for a configuration <s ,a> there is always a transition <s ,a> __.. <s ',a'> la'. For a 
configuration <E,a> there is a transition <t ,a> __.. <e ',a'> and for a configuration <(3,a> a transition 
<(3,a> __.. <b',a'>. 
We now proceed with the definition of the operational meaning of a program t = < D Is >.We need 
the process domain given by the following domain equation: 
P = {Po} U ( E __.. <9 nc ( E x id'!:( P) ) ) 
We denot& by p a typical element of P. A typical element of P\{p 0 } is denoted by p in italic font. We 
now define 
Definition 3.15 
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a. The mapping 0 1 : Prog-+ P is given by : 0 1 [ < D Is > ] = 0 0 [ s ] 
b. The mapping 0 0 : Stal-+ P is given by : 
0 0 [s)=Xo.({<o',00 [s')> I <s,o>-+o<s',o'>}U{<o',po> I <s,a>-+oa')) 
Lemma 3.16 
Let the operator <f> : Deel --> (( Stal --> P ) --> ( Slat --> P ) ) be defined as follows : 
For N: Stat-+ P, DE Deel and s E Stat 
cf>(D)(N)(s)=Xo.({<o',N(s')> I <s,o>-+ 0 <s',o'>}U {<a',p0 > I <.r,a>--> 0 a'}) 
Then 1'( D) is contracting and cl>( D) has 0 0 as its fixed point. 
Proof 
We first prove that cf>(D) is contracting : 
ds1.1-•P ( cf>(D)(N,). cf>(D)(Ni)) ;;;i a . dsLit·•P (N,, Ni) ( with 0;;; a < I ) 
dsr.t-'P ( cf>(D)(N 1). 1>(D)(N 2)) =sup, dp ( 1>(D)(N 1)(s), 1>(D)(N 2)(s)) =rlf 
sup, dr (p 1 , p 2) =sup., sup., dp (I:x id (P)) (p,(a), P2(0)) = 
nc . 
sup, sup., max (sup< .,
1
, p>E r,!a) inf < "z·P'>E r 2<a> drx ld.<P> ( < o,, p>, < 02. p'>), 
sup<.,
2
,p'>Er
2
<o)inr<;
1
.per
1
(o)dExld.<P>( < <12,p'>, < a,,p>)) 
sup_. sup., max (sup< .. ,.p>E r,<a> inf < .. ,.p'>E p
2
(a) drx ld.<Pl ( < "•· p>, <a,, p'>). 
sup< o 2. p'>E r 2co> inf < "r p>E r,<11> drx ld.<P> ( < oi. p'>, < a2. p>) ) ~ 
sup, sup., max (sup< 0 N" »Er <o> lf.z • dr ( N 1(s 1). N 2(s 1)), I" I I I 
sup< "2·N2<-'2»E rz<ol 'h . dp ( N2(s2>. N1(s2))) = 
'h . dst.1-•r ( N ''Ni) 
where 
p 1 = >-.11. ({ <o', N ,(s ') > I <s, o > -+ o <s ', o' >} U { < o'. Po> I <s, o > -+ D o' }) 
and 
Pi=>-.o.<{<o',Ni(s')> I <s,o>-+o<s',o'>}U{<o',po> I <s,o>--> 0 a'}) 
Before we can use Banach's theorem to prove that <f>(D) has 0 0 as its unique fixed point, we must 
prove that ( Slat-+ P, d Stnt-•P ) is a complete metric space. 
We define d 51• 1 as the discrete metric on Stnt. ( Stat, d 5101 ) now is a complete metric space; every 
Cauchy sequence converges. We refer the reader to (BZJ for completeness of ( P, dp ) and now 
apply proposition 2.7 to prove that ( Stat-+P, d 5,.1 .... p) is complete. 
Banach's theorem now gives us that ci>(D) has a unique fixed point. As can be seen, On is that fixed 
point i. 
Vs <f>(D)(0 0 )(s)=Xo.<{<a',00 (s')> I <s,a>--> 0 <s',a'>}U{<a',p 0 > I <s,a>-"'no'}) 
= On(s) 
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Thus: 
<f?(D)( Oo) = Oo 
D 
We also define the operational meaning of an expression and a boolean expression. We need them 
when proving semantical equivalence with the denotational semantics D 1• 
First we define the process domains Q and R by the domain equations: 
Q = (E-+ V) u (E-+ <P nc<E x id'h(Q))) 
R = (E-+ W) U (E-+ <P ncCE x id'h(R))) 
A typical element of Q resp. R is denoted by q resp. r. A typical element of (E -+ V) resp. (E -+ W) is 
denoted by r resp. v. We denote by q resp. r in italic font typical elements of Q\(E-+V) resp. 
R\(1:-+W). 
Definition 3.17 
The mapping F 0 : Exp -+ Q is given by : 
F 0 (e) =ACT.{< CT 1 , F 0 (e')> I < e, CT> -+ 0 < e', CT'>} 
F 0 (E) = ACT.V(E)(CT) 
Lemma 3.18 
Let <f? e : Deel-+ (( Exp-+ Q ) -+ ( Exp-+ Q )) be given by : 
For G : Exp-+ Q and DE Deel 
<f?e(D)(G)(e) =ACT.{< CT', G(e')> I < e, CT> -+ 0 < e', CT'>} 
<f?e(D)(G)(E) = ACT.V(E)(CT) 
Then <f? e(D) is contracting and <f? e(D) has F 0 as its fixed point. 
Definition 3.19 
The mapping A 0 : Bexp -+ R is given by : 
Ao(m =Au.{< u',Ao(b')> I< /3, u>-+o < b', u'>} 
A 0 (B) = ACT. W(B)( u) 
Lemma 3.20 
Let <f?b : Deel-+ (( Bexp-+ R)-+ ( Bexp-+ R )) be given by: 
For C : Bexp -+ R and DE Deel 
<f?b(D)(C)(/3) =Au.{< u', C(b')> I < /3, u> -+o < b', CT'>} 
q> b (D)( C)(B) = ACT. W(B)( C1) 
Then 4> b (D) is contracting and <f? b ( D) has A 0 as its fixed point. 
The lemmas 3.18 and 3.20 can be proven in a similar way as lemma 3.16. 
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3.2.3. Denotational semantics 
According to [BZ], a denotational semantics is characterized by : (i) the systematic use of mathematical 
models which are used as range for the valuation mappings assigning meaning to the various programming 
constructs, (ii) the systematic way of adhering to the compositionality principle. 
In the following denotational semantics the mathematical framework of complete metric spaces is used. 
Moreover, it is compositional in the sense that the meaning of a composite construct is built up from the 
meanings of its components. 
First we define Env = Pvar ---+ P to be the set of environments 'Y, i.e. mappings from procedure vari-
ables to their meanings. Furthermore we recall 
P= {Po} U (E---+<P nc(E Xid .,,(P))) 
Q=(E---+V) U (E---+<P nc(E Xid.,,(Q) )) 
R=(E---+W) u (E---+<P nc(E Xid\lz(R))) 
We now define the meaning of a program. 
Definition 3.21 
The mapping M 1 : Prog ---+ P is given by: 
M 1[< D Is>]= D 1('Yo)(s), 
where 'Yo = -y{p J~; lf =1 
where , for D = < ~ i <= sf >; , we put <p 1, .. .,pn > = fixed point <if> 1, ... , cl> n > 
where cf> j : pn---+ P is given by: 
cf>j(P1') · · · (Pn') = D1(-y{p;'/t}; )(sj) 
Lemma 3.22 
The unique fixed point (in Definition 3.21) exists by the guardedness requirement which ensures 
contractivity of cf> j ( 1-;aj -;an). 
Outline of the proof 
The function <cf> I•·"' cf> n > :pn---+ pn' given by 
< <f>1, ... , cf>n >( Pl•'"' Pn) = < <f>1( PI•'"' Pn), ... ,<f>n( Pl•'"•Pn)>, 
is contracting. 
dP"{ <cf> 1(P I•"• •Pn ), ... ,cf> n (p l•".,pn) >, <cf> 1{q 1,." ,qn ),. .. ,cf> n{q 1,. •• ,qn) >) = 
max; dp(cf>;(P1 .. ··•Pn).cf>;(q1,. ... qn)) = 
max; dp( D1('Y{P/~j}_,)(sf),D1('Y{qj/~jb)(sf) -:a (*) 
1h • maxk dp{pk>qd = 1h • dpn((Pl•"'•Pn),(q1,. .. ,qn)) 
" Furthermore, (pn, dP") is a complete metric space. We now use Banach's theorem to prove that 
<cl> 1, ... , '1> n > has a unique fixed point. 
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Remark The step (*) can be proven in detail by induction on the complexity of sf. We refer the reader to 
[ABKR2] for similar proofs. 
We now give the definition of the denotational semantics D 1• The definition of the various used opera-
tors is given in the definitions 3.24 - 3.27. 
Definition 3.23 
a. The mapping D 1 : Env ---+ ( Stat ---+ P ) is given by: 
D1('Y)(s1;s2) = D1('Y)(s2) 0 1 D1('Y)(s1) 
D1('Y)(s1Us2) = D1(-y)(s1) U D1('Y)(s2) 
D,(-y)(~) = -y(~) 
D 1(-y)(x:=e) = F(x,E 1(-y)(e)) 
D 1(-y)(if b then s 1 else s2 fi) = [[B 1('Y)(b), D 1('Y)(s 1), D 1(-y)(s2)]] 
b. The mapping E 1 : Env---+ ( Exp---+ Q ) is defined by: 
E 1( 'Y)(x) = A.a. u(x) 
E 1('Y)(m) = hu.V(m)(o) 
£ 1(-y)((s;e)) = £ 1(-y)(e) 0 2 D 1('Y)(s) 
E1(-y)(j(e1, ... ,en))= f([E1(r)(e1), ... ,E1('YHen)]) 
c. The mapping B 1 : Env---+ ( Bexp---+ R ) is defined by : 
B 1(-y)(true) =A.a.true 
B 1 ( 'Y )(false) = A.a. false 
B 1( -y)(not(b)) = not(B 1 ( -y)(b)) 
B 1 ( -y)(relop(e I>e 2)) = relop([E 1( -y)(e 1) ,E 1 ( -y)(e2)]) 
B 1( -y)(and(b 1>b2)) = and([B 1 ( -y)(b 1) ,B 1( -y)(b2)]2) 
B 1( -y)( or(b 1>b2)) = or([B 1( -y)(b 1) ,B 1 ( -y)(b2)h) 
We proceed with the definitions of the operators in the above definition. We start with the definition of 
composition, union and the assignment-operator. 
Definition 3.24 
a. The (first) composition operator 0 1 : PxP---+ P is given by: 
pOlp = A.u.LJ<u',p'>Ep(u) {<u',po1p'>} 
P 0 1 Po= P 
b. The union operator U : PxP---+ P is defined by: 
p U p' is the set-theoretic union in case p =F Po and p' =F Po· p U Po = Po U p=p. 
c. The assignment-operator F : lvar x Q---+ P is defined by: 
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F(x ,q) = AU. U <l1',q'> Eq( 11) { <u' ,F(x ,q') >} 
F(x ,T) = AU. { <u{r(u)lx },p 0>} 
d. The second composition operator o2: QXP---+ Q is given by: 
q 0 2P = Au.U <11',p'>Ep(11) {<u',q0 2P'>} 
q 0 2 Po= q 
We omit the proof that the above operators are well-defined. We now come to the definition of the 
'merge'-operator [ · · · ] for handling concurrent evaluation of the arguments of a function or a boolean 
function. Therefore we need two intermediary domains: 
(</>E) Qn' = (E-+Vn)U(E-+PncCEXid,h(Qn'))), 
R' = (E-+WxW)LJ(E-+Pnc(Exid,h(R'))). 
Definition 3.25 
a. The merge operator [ · · · ]: Qn-+Qn' is given by: 
[q1,. . .,qn] = Au.{<u',[q1,···•q;', ... ,qnl> I l;;;;;i;;;in, q;EEE-+V, <u',q;'>Eq;(u)} 
where 3 j such that qj EE E ---+ V. 
[TJ>···•Tn] = AU.(Ti(u), ... ,Tn(u)). 
b. The operator [ · · · , · · · h : R x R ---+ R' is given by: 
[ri.r2h = Au.({<u',[r1',r2h> I r 1EEE-+W, <u',r 1'>Er1(a)} 
U{<u',[r 1.ri'h> I r2EEE-+W, <u',r2'>Er2(u)}) 
where 3 j such that r j EE D-+ W. 
[v l>v 2h = Au. ( v 1( u) ,v 2( u)) 
Examples 
[Au. { <u{l/x },Au. { <u{2/y },Au.3> }>},AU. { <u{4/x },Au.5>}] = 
AU. { <u{l/x },Au. { <u{2/y },Au. { <u{4/x },Au. (3,5) >} >, 
<n{4/x },Au. { <u{2/y },Au.(3,5) > }> }>, 
<u{4!x },Au. { <u{l/x },Au. { <u{2/y },Au. (3,5) >} >} > }. 
[Au. u(z), Au.4, Au'. u' (y)] = Ai7. ( a(z), 4, a(y)) 
Operationdz spirit of the merge. The way E handles the construct f(e 1, • •• , en) is denotational: (i) the 
meaning of the construct is composed of the meanings of its subcomponents f ,e i.e 2, ... , en and (ii) in 
giving several constructs a meaning we use a nice methematical model. However, a closer look at our 
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merge-operator reveals more. The intuition behind this merge-operator is rather operational. In merging x 
processes we nondeterministically choose a process to take one single step and go from state a to a'. 
(Compare this with a transition). After that we still have to merge the resumption of the chosen process 
and the n -1 other processes. Our merge operator now takes all possible 'choices' together and collects 
them in a resulting process, the merge of the n processes. (Compare this with taking all transition 
sequences together to form the operational meaning). 
About the last step of the merge. The last step consists of applying the second clause of Definition 3.25a: 
[r 1, ... ,Tn] = A.a.(r 1(a), ... ,Tn(a)). Each T; delivers a value in V, when given a state a. What hap-
pens here? The same state a is given to every r;. This corresponds to the immediate evaluation of the 
resulting simple expressions in the same state. That state is the state reached after evaluation of the side-
effects. 
We now turn to the meaning of the underlined f ,relop,and,or,not. In what is mentioned below (includ-
ing definition 3.26) we restrict ourselves to the underlined f. The case of the underlined boolean functions 
is handled very similarly. In fact, the underline is an operator with as first argument a function f and as 
second argument an element of Q n '. We use the shorthand [. 
Definition 3.26 
[ : Qn '-Q is defined as follows: 
for cf>E Qn' \ (E-Vn) 
[(cf>) =A.a. U <a',</>'>E cl>(a) {<a',[(cf>')>} 
for c/>E (E-vn) 
[(cf>) = A.a.[f](cf>(a)) 
We did not yet define the semantic if-then-else operator: 
Definition 3.27 
The operator[[ ... , ... , ... ]]: R x P x P- P is defined by: 
- [[r,p1>P2J1 =A.a. U <a',r>Er(a) {<a',[[r,p1>P211>} 
- [[V,P1>P211 =A.a. if v(a) then P1(a) else P2(a) fi, 
where p 1 *Po and P2*Po· 
- [[v,p 0 ,p]] = A.a. if v(a) then { <a,p 0 >} else p(a) fi, 
where p::i!:p 0 • 
- [[v,p,p 0]] = A.a. if v(a) then p(a) else { <a,p 0 >} fi, 
where P*Po· 
- [[v,po.Po11 = A.a. { <a,po>} 
The last clause in this definition could also have been [[ · · · ]] = p 0 • The choice is somewhat arbi-
trary. The following example explains our choice. 
Example 
[[A.a.false,p,p 0]] = A.a.iffalsethenp(a) else {<a,p0>}fi = A.a.{<a,p 0>} 
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The outcome in this case of equal first argument 'J\a. false and third argument p 0 now is not dependent on 
the second argument. The idea here is that if you see that the boolean condition of the if-construct always 
evaluates to false, you can ignore the second argument, the 'then'-part. 
Remark 
The last three clauses of the previous definition are actually not used. The semantical meaning of a 
statement is never equal to the empty process p 0 • 
Before proving semantic equivalence of 0 1 and M 1 in section 3.2.5, we describe in 3.2.4 another 
(equivalent) denotational semantics M 1'. 
3.2.4. Denotational semantics with continuations 
A continuation describes what will happen after the execution of the current statement (or (boolean) 
expression). It is given as argument to the semantical functions. The continuation method provides an 
elegant mechanism to handle compositional constructs. Several compositional operators of the previous 
section have now been eliminated. 
We recall 
Env = Pvar ___. P 
We define 
Definition 3.28 
The mapping M 1' : Prog ___. P is given by: 
M 1'[< D I s >] = D 1'(-y 0 )(s)(po) , 
where 'Yo= -y{p;I~; lf =1 
where , for D = < ~; <== sf >; , we put <p 1, ••• •Pn > = fixed point <<I> 1, ... ,<I> n > 
where <I> i : pn-. P is given by: 
<Pj(P1') • • • (Pn') = D/(-y{p;'f~;}; )(sj)(po) 
Lemma 3.29 
The unique fixed point in the above definition exists by the guardedness requirement which ensures 
contractivity of the <Pi • 
The class of continuations (pE) Conts is equal to P. The class of expression continuations is given by 
(ce E) Conte = ((E ___. V) ___. P) U {ie} 
The class of -boolean expression continuations is given by 
(cb E) Contb = ((I:___. W)---. P) U {ib} 
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ie and ib denote the empty expression continuation respectively the empty boolean expression continua-
tion. ie is given by 
ie : (E-+V)-+ (E-+V) such that ie(T) = T 
Analogously, ib is given by 
ib : (E-+W)-+ (E-+W) such that ib(u) = u 
We recall 
Q = (E-+V) LJ (E-+(S> nc(E Xid~(Q))) 
R = (E-+W) LJ (E-+(S> nc(E Xid~(R))) 
We now define 
Definition 3.30 
a. The mapping D 1': Env-+ Stat-+ Conts-+ P is given by: 
D1'(-y)(s1;s2HP) = D1'(-y)(s1)( D1'(-y)(s2)(P)) 
D1'(-y)(s1Us2)(p) = D1'(-y)(s1)(p) U D1'(-y)(s2)(p) 
D1'(-y)(~)(p) = C(-y(~))(p) 
D 1'(-y)(x:=e)(p) = E 1'(-y)(e)(>..r.>..u.{<u{r(o")/x}, p>}) 
D 1'(-y)(if b then s 1 else s2 fi)(p) = B 1'(-y)(b)(>..u.>..u.if u(u) then D 1'(-y)(s 1)(p)(u) else D 1'(-y)(s2)(p)(u)) 
b. The mapping E 1' : Env-+ Exp-+ (((( E-+ V)-+ P)-+ P) U {ie}-+ Q) is defined by: 
E1'(-y)(x)(ce) = Ce(}..u.u(x)) 
E1'(-y)(m)(ce) = C8 (Au.V(m)(u)) 
E1'(-y)((s;e))(ce) = D1'(-y)(s)(E1'(-y)(e)(C8 )) 
E 1'( -y)(j (e l•· .. ,en))( Ce) = [ ([E 1 '( -y)(e 1)(ie), .. · ,E 11 ( ')')(en )(ie)])(ce) 
c. The mapping B 1' : Env-+ Bexp-+ (((( E-+ W)-+ P)-+ P) U {ib}-+ R) is defined by: 
B 1'(-y)(true)(cb) = cb(}..u.true) 
B 1 '( -y)(false)( cb) = cb (}..u. false) 
B 1 '( -y)(not(b) )( cb) = not(B 1 '( -y)(b )(ib) )( cb) 
B 1 '( -y)(relop(e i.e2) )( cb) = relop([E 1 '( -y)(e 1)(ie), E 1 '( -y)(e2)(ie)])( cb) 
B 1 '( -y)(and(b i.b2))(cb) = and([B 1'(")')(b 1Hib), B 1 '( -y)(b2)(ib )h)(cb) 
B 1 '( -y)(or(b 1>b2) )(cb) = or([B 1 '( -y)(b 1Hib), B 1 '( -y)(b2)(ib)]2)(cb) 
The definition of the union operator U : P x P-+ P has been given in definition 3.24b. The definition 
of the merge operator [ · · · ] : Qn -+ On' has been given in definition 3.25, just as the definition of the 
merge operator [ · · · h : R x R -+ R'. The definition of the if-then-else operator is assumed to be 
known. Note that D 1'(-y)(s)(p) is never equal to p 0 • 
The operator C is defined in 
Definition 3.31 
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The operator C: P x P--+ P is given by: 
C(ji)(p) =AU. LJ <u',p'>Ep(u) {<u', C(p')(p)>} 
C(po)(p) = p 
The reader may have noticed that C(p)(p') actually is p' o 1 p, as defined in definition 3.24a. 
Recall that 
The underline operator is now given by the following definition. Again, we only consider the case of 
the function f. 
Definition 3.32 
i : Qn'--+ (((( E--+ V) --+ P) --+ P) U {ie}--+ Q) is defined by: 
if</> E Q n' \ (E --+ yn) 
i(</>)(Ce) = AU. LJ <a', cp'>E<P(u) { <u', i(</>')(ce) >} 
if <I> E (E --+ vn) 
i(</>)(ce) = Ce(Au. [f](</>(u))) 
Finally, we state without proving it: M 1'(t) = M 1(t) fort E Prog 
3.2.5. Semantic equivalence 
0 1 and D 1 have been defined so that the semantic equivalence proof now rather exactly can follow the 
method as described in [KR, BM]. 
Theorem 3.33 For all t E Prog: 0 1[ t] = M1[ t ]. 
Proof 
It is sufficient to show that 
We prove this by simultaneous induction on the complexity of (boolean) expressions and statements. 
The proof proceeds in two stages; first for guarded (boolean) expressions and statements, and next for 
general (boolean) expressions and statements. 
Measure of complexity. 
The complexity of a statement s, a boolean expression b and an expression e is the number of opera-
tors (composition, union) plus the number of functional constructs (if-then-else, functions f, boolean 
functions) it consists of. We write c(n) for a language construct c with complexity n. 
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Stage 1. 
Basis for induction . 
.P e (D)(E 1( 'Yo))(x) =ACT. V(x )(CT) =ACT. CT(X) =E 1( 'Yo)(x) 
.P e(D)(E i('Yo))(m) =ACT. V(m )(CT) =E i('YoHm) 
bK(O) ::=true I false 
.Pb (D)(B 1( 'Y 0 ) )(true) =ACT. W(true)(CT) =B 1( 'Yo)(true) 
<I> b (D)(B 1('Yo))(false) =B 1( 'Y 0 )(false) 
sK ::= x :=eK(O) 
<l>(D)(D 1(-y 0 ))(x := eK(O)) =ACT. {<CT', Po> I <x := eK(O), CT>-+o CT'} = 
F(x, ACT.V(eK(O))(CT)) = D 1('}' 0 )(x := eK(O)) 
Induction hypothesis: Assume the hypothesis for complexity less than n. 
Induction step: We prove the hypothesis for complexity equal ton. 
<l>e(D)(E 1(-y 0 ))((sK; e)) =ACT. {<CT', E 1(-yo)(e')> I <(sK ; e), CT> -+ 0 <e', CT'>} = (*I) 
ACT. {<CT', E 1(-y 0 )(e) o 2 D 1(-y 0 )(s')> I <sc, CT>-+ 0 <s', CT'>} = 
E 1(-y 0 )(e)OACT. {<CT',D 1('Yo)(s')> I <sK,CT>-+ 0 <s',CT'>}= (ind) 
E1('Yn)(e) o D1(/'o)(sK) = E1('Yo)(s 8 ; e) 
(*1) Case A is e' as' ; e and case Bise' ae. We treat case A ; case Bis similar. 
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<I> ,(D)(E 1()·o>H.f(ef , ... ,e~)) = 
>..a. {<a', E 1('y 0 )(e')> I <f(ef , ... ,e~). u> _.D <e', 11'>} = (*2) 
>..11. {<u',[((E1(Y0Hef), ... ,E1('y 0 )(e;'), ... ,E 1 (")' 0)(e~)))> </(ef , ... ,e~). 11>-> 0 <e', u'>} = 
>..11. { <u', [([E 1( "Y oHef ), ... ,E 1(1' uHe ;'), ... ,E 1(")' 0)(e~)]) > <ef, 11> -> 0 <e ;', 11' >} = 
[(h<T. {<<r', [E1(1'0Hef ). ... ,E 1(")' 0)(e;'), ... ,E 1 (")' 0)(e~)]> I <ef, 11>-> 0 <e;', 11'>}) = (ind) 
[([E1(")' 0)(ef ), ... ,E1(")' 0)(ef), ... ,E 1(')' 0)(ef,)]) = 
E1("YnHf (ef , ... ,ef,)) 
(*2) e' has the form .f(ef , ... ,e;', ... ,en 
<f>,,(D)(B 1('y 0 ))(and(bf, b~ )) = 
h<T. {<u',R 1 (j'o)(and(b 1 ',b~))> I <and(bf ,b~).11>_. 0 <and(b 1 ',bP,11'>} = (*3) 
·>..a. {<11', anq([H 1(")'o)(b 1'), H1(1'0Hb~ )Ji)> I <bf, a> -> 0 <b 1', a'>}= 
and(>..a. {<a', [B 1(")' 0 )(b 1', B 1 (")' 0)(b~)h >I <bf, 11> _.D <b 1', 11'>}) = (ind) 
and([B1<1'0HlJf ), B1(1'0Hb~ )Ji)= 
B 1(1'0Hand(bf, b~ )) 
(*3) The other case and(bf ,b2') is similar. 
Analogous: . 
<I>,,(D)(B1("Yo))(or(bf, b~ )) = B1(")' 0)(or(bf, b~ )) 
<f>,, ( D)(B 1( "Y o))(not(b 11 )) = B 1( ")' 0)( not(b 11 )) 
<I>,,(D)(B 1('y 0 ))(relop(ef, e~)) = 
>..11. {<11', B1(")'o)(relop(ef' ei'))> I <relop(ef' en, a> _.D <relop(ef .e2'), a'>}= (*4) 
>..a. {<u', relop([E 1(")' 0 )(ef ), E 1(")' 0)(e2')])> I <e~, u> -• 0 <e2', a'>}= 
relop(>..o. {<a', [E 1(")' 0)(ef), E 1(")'o)(e 2'))> I <e~, a> _.D <e2',o'>}) = (ind) 
relop([Ei('y 0 )(ef), E1('Yo)(e~)]) = 
B 1('Yo)(relop(ef, en) 
(*4) The case relop(e 1 ',e~) is analogous. 
<l>(D)(D1('Yn))(sf ;s2) = 
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Au. {<u',D 1('Yn)(s')> <sf ;s2,u>-+ 0 <s',u'>}= (*5) 
AU. {<u', D 1(')' 0 )(s2)> <sf ; s2, u> -+o <s2, u'>} = 
D1('Y0Hs2) o AU. {<u', Po> I <sf, u> -+Du'}= (ind) 
D1('Yn)(s2) 0 D1('Yn)(sf) = 
D1('Yn)(sf ; s2) 
(*5) Case A is s'=.s 1'; s2 ; case Bis s'=s2• We treat case B. 
Analogous: 
<I>(D)(D1('Yn))(sf Us~)= D1('YnHsf Us~) 
<I>(D)(D 1('Yn))(ifB then sf else s~ fi) = D 1('Yn)(ifB then sf else s~ fi) 
<l>(D)(D 1('Yn))(x := e8 ) = AU. {<u', D 1(')'o)(x := e ') > I <x := e8 , u>--+ 0 <x := e ', u'>} = 
Au. {<u',F(x,E1(')'o)(e'))> I <x :=e8 ,u>-+ 0 <x :=e',u'>}= 
F(x,Au. {<u',E1(')'o)(e')> I <e8 ,u>-+o<e',u'>}) = (*6) 
F(x, E1('Yo)(e8 )) = D1('YnHx := e8 ) 
<I>(D)(D 1('Yn))(if {38 then s 1 else s2 fi) = 
AU. {<u',D 1('Yn)(s')> I <if{38 thens 1elses2 fi,u>-+ 0 <s',u'>}= (*7) 
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(*7) s' = if b' then s 1 else s 2 fi 
Stage 2. 
We prove by induction on the complexity. All cases are as in the first stage, except the case that s = ~ 
with ~<=sf in D. 
">.a. {<a', D 1(-y 0 )(s')> I <sf, a> --> 0 <s', a'>}= (stage 1) 
This completes our semantic equivalence proof. 
3.3. Semantics of the second interpretation 
This paragraph is organized the same way as the previous paragraph. Section 3.3.1 is an introduction. 
An operational semantics is given in 3.3.2, a denotational semantics in 3.3.3. In section 3.3.4 a denota-
tional semantics with continuations is presented. In 3.3.5 the semantical equivalence theorem is stated. 
3.3.1. Introduction 
The second interpretation is based on an enlarged granularity of atomic actions (in other words a 
smaller size). Now, atomic actions are: evaluation of an integer constant, a boolean constant, an integer 
variable; application of a function; the assignment of an integer value to an integer variable. 
We illustrate the consequences in the following example. 
Example 
Consider the statement 
x := plus(x:=l;y,y:=2;x). 
In the first interpretation execution of this statement consists of three atomic actions, namely x: = 1, 
y := 2 and x := plus(y,x). The first action is either x:=l or y:=2. The second action is now 
fixed by the first choice. The last action is x := plus(y, x). 
,, 
According to the semantics D 1: 
D 1(-y 0 )(x := plus(x:=l;y,y:=2;x)) = 
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ACT. {<CT{llx}, ACT. {<CT{2/y}, ACT. {<CT{3/x}, p0>}>}>, 
<CT{2/y}, A<J. {<CT{l/x}, ACT. {<CT{3/x}, Po>}>}>} 
In the second interpretation execution of the above statement consists of eight atomic actions, namely 
evaluation of the integer constant 1 ( eval( 1) ) , assignment of the integer value 1 to x, evaluation of 
the integer variable y ( eval(y) ) , eval(2) , assignment of the integer value 2 to y , eval(x) , applica-
tion of the function plus and assignment of the resulting value to x . This results in 20 possible 
merges. 
Suppose that u is the state before execution. Then the possible final states (after execution) are: 
1) CT{ 2/y, 3/x }, (in the first interpretation the only final state) 
2) u{ 2/y, u(x) +2/x }, 
3) CT{ 2/y, CT(y)+llx }. 
In the next three sections the semantics are accomodated to support the enlarged granularity of atomic 
actions. 
3.3.2. Operational semantics 
We start with the definitions of operational statement, operational expression and operational boolean 
expression. They are needed in the configurations of the operational semantics. 
Definition 3.34 
The class of operational statements (s E) OpStat is given by: 
s::= s I x:=e I s1;s2 I if b then s 1 else s 2 fi 
where s ,s I>s 2 E Stat, e E OpExp and b E OpBexp 
Definition 3.35 
The class of operational expressions (e E) OpExp is given by: 
e::= e I 01 I s;e I f(e1, ... ,en) 
where e E Exp, 01E V and s E OpStat 
Definition 3.36 
The class of operational boolean expressions (b E) OpBexp is given by: 
b : : = b I !!._ I not( b) I and( b-1' b-2) I or( b-1' b-2) I relop( e-1, e ~) 
where b EBexp, !!._E Wand eI>e 2 EOpExp 
Now we can define the configurations in 
Definition 3.37 
A 'configuration cE Conf2 is defined by: 
c::= <s, u> I u J <e, u> I 01 I <b, u> I !!.. 
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where aE E, aE V, ~E W; s E OpStat, e E OpExp and b E OpBexp 
The transitions have the form: 
<s a> - <s' a'> I a' 
' D ' 
<e, a> ~ 0 <e',a'> I a 
<b, a> - 0 <b',a'> I~ 
We now give the transition system T 2(D). 
Definition 3.38 
The transition system T 2(D) is defined by the following axioms and rules: 
Axiom l 
< x :=a, a> - 0 a{alx} 
Axiom 2 
< m, a> - 0 a 
provided that a is the integer denoted by m 
Axiom 3 
< true, a> - 0 true 
Axiom 4 
< false, a> - 0 false 
Axiom 5 
< x, a> - 0 a(x) 
Axiom 6 
< f(a1 , ... ,an), a> -D a 
provided that a= f(a 1 , ... ,an) 
Axiom 7 
< relop( a i. a 2), a> - n ~ 
provided that~ = [relop] (a i. a 2) 
Axiom 8 '' 
< not(~ 1 ), a> - n ~ 
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provided that Y:!. = [not] (Y:!._ 1) 
Axiom 9 
< and(Y:!.. i. Y:!.. 2), u> --> o Y:!. 
provided that Y:!. = [and] (Y:!._ 1, Y:!..2) 
Axiom 10 
provided that Y:!. = [or] (Y:!..1. Y:!..2) 
Rule 1 
Rule 2 
< s, u> -->o < s', u'> <11 
< s; 82, u> -->o < s'; s2. u'> < s2. u'> 
< (s; e), u> --> 0 < (s'; e), u'> I < e,u'> 
< s, u> --> 0 < s ', a'> 
<if true then S else S2 fi, u> -->D < s', a'> 
< if false then s 1 else s fi, u> --> 0 < s ', a'> 
< s u s2. u>-+o < s', a'> 
< S1 LJ S, <T> -->o < S', a'> 
< ~, u > --> D < s , , a' > 
provided that in the last conclusion ~ <= s in D 
Rule 3 
< e , <1 > --> D < e I' <11 > I a 
< x:=e, u> --> 0 < x:=e', u'> I < x:=a, u> 
< f(e1,. .. ,ei-l•e ,ei+l,. .. ,en), u> -->o < f(e1····•ei-1>e',ei+l•·"•en), u'> I < /(e1, ... ,e;-i.a,ei+l•···•en), u> 
< relop(e, e 2), a> --> 0 < relop(e ', e2), a'> I < relop(a, e 2) ,a> 
Rule 4 
< relop(e1>e), u> --> 0 < relop(e 1, e'), u'> I < relop(el>a), a> 
< b , a> --> o < b ', a' > I Y:!. 
< not(b), a> --> 0 < not(b'), a'> I < not(Y:!._), u> 
< and(b, b2), u> -->o < and(b', b2). u'> I < and(Y:f.., b2), u> 
< and(b i.b), u> --> 0 < and(b 1';; '), u' > I < and(b 1, Y:!..), u> 
< or(b, b2), u> --> 0 < or(b', b2). a'> < or(Y:!._, b2), u> 
•· 
< or(b i. b), u> --> 0 < or(b 1' b '), u' > < or(b 1' Y:f..), u> 
< if b then s 1 else s2 fi, u> --> 0 < if b' then s 1 else s 2 fi, a'> < if Y:!. then s 1 else s 2 fi, u> 
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The ten axioms represent all atomic actions. The rules are very similar to the rules in transition system 
T 1(D). Note that for every configuration <s, a> there is a transition <s, a> -+n <s', a'>. A similar 
remark holds for configurations <e, a> with e EE V and <b, a> with b EE W. 
We define the operational meaning of a program in definition 3.39. In the sequel we use the following 
process domains. 
(pE) P = {po} LJ (E-+CP nc(E Xid,,.(P))) 
(qE) Q =vu (E-+CPnc(EXid'h(Q))) 
(rE) R = W LJ (E-+CPnc(EXid'h(R))) 
Definition 3.39 
a. The mapping 0 2 : Prog-+ P is given by : 0 2 [ < D I s > ] = On' [ s ] 
b. The mapping On' : OpStat-+ P is given by : 
On' [ s] = Aa.({< a', On' [ s'] > I < s, a> -+n < s', a'>}U{< a', Po> I < s, a> -+n a'}) 
Lemma 3.40 
Let the operator <I>' : Deel-+ (( OpStat-+ P) -+ ( OpStat-+ P )) be defined as follows : 
For N : OpStat -+ P and DE Deel: 
<I>'(D)(N)(s) =Aa.({<u',N(s')> I <s,u>-+n<s',u'>}U {<u',po> I <s,u>-+nu'}) 
Then <I>'(D) is contracting and <I>'(D) has 0 'n as its fixed point. 
We now define the operational meaning of an expression and a boolean expression. 
Definition 3.41 
The mapping F n' : OpExp -+ Q is given by : 
Fore EE V: 
Fn'(e) =Au.{< u', Fo'(e')> I < e, u> -+D < e', u'>} 
for aE V 
F 0 '(a) = a 
Lemma 3.42 
Let <I> e I : Deel -+ ( ( Op Exp -+ Q ) -+ ( Op Exp -+ Q ) ) be given by : 
For G : Op Exp -+ Q and DE Deel 
Fore EE V 
<I>/(D)(G)(e) =Au.{< u', G(e')> I < e, u> -+n < e', u'>} 
for aE V 
<I> /(D)(G)(a) = a 
Then <I> /(D) is contracting and <I> /(D) has F 0 ' as its fixed point. 
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Definition 3.43 
The mapping A 0 ' : OpBexp --+ R is given by : 
For b EE W 
A 0 '(b) = >.u.{< u',A 0 '(b')> < b, u> --+ 0 < b', u'>} 
for wE W 
Ao'(~)=~ 
Lemma 3.44 
Let.Pb' : Deel--+ (( OpBexp--+ R) --+ ( OpBexp--+ R )) be given by : 
For C : Bexp --+ R and DE Deel 
For b EE W 
.Pb'(D)(C)(b) = >.u.{< u', C(b')> < b, u> --+ 0 < b', u'>} 
for wE W 
.Pb '(D)( C)(~) = ~ 
Then .Pb'(D) is contracting and .Pb'(D) hasA 0 ' as its fixed point. 
3.3.3. Denotational semantics 
The denotational semantics to be presented is very similar to the one given in section 3.2.3. Just some 
minor modifications are needed to support the enlarged granularity of atomic actions of the second 
interpretation. 
First we recall 
Env = Pvar --+ P 
P = {Po} U p:;--+()> nc(E Xid'h(P))) 
Q =VU (E--+()>nc(Exid'h(Q))) 
R = W U (!;--+()> nc(E Xid'h(R))) 
We now define the meaning of a program. 
Definition 3.45 
The mapping M 2 : Prog --+ P is given by: 
M2[< D I s >] = D2('Yo)(s) , 
where 'Yo= -y{pJt }f =t 
where, for D = < t <= sf>; , we put <P1>···•Pn > = fixed point <4> 1, ... ,.Pn > 
where.Pi : P"--+P is given by: 
,<l>/P1') • · · (Pn') = D2(-y{p;'/~;}; )(sf) 
Lemma 3.46 
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The unique fixed point (in Definition 3.45) exists by the guardedness requirement which ensures 
contractivity of <I> j ( 1 ;;J;.j ;I;. n). 
We now give the definition of the denotational semantics D 2, followed by the definitions of the new 
operators. The first two lines of the definition of £ 2 in 3.47b are essentially different from the definition 
of E 1. Evaluation now takes a (silent) step. 
Definition 3.47 
a. The mapping D 2 : Env-+ ( Stat-+ P) is given by: 
Di('y)(s 1;s2) = D2('y)(s2) 01 Di('-1)(s1) 
D1('y)(s1 Us2) = D2(-y)(si) U D2(-y)(s2) 
D2('Y)(~) = -y(n 
D 2(-y)(x :=e) = F'(x, £ 2(-y)(e)) 
D 2(-y)(if b then s 1 else s2 ft) = [[B2(')')(b), D 2(-y)(s 1), D 2(-y)(s2)]h 
b. The mapping E 2 : Env-+ ( Exp-+ Q) is defined by: 
£ 2(-y)(x) =AU. {<u, u(x)>} 
E 2(-y)(m) =AU. {<u, V(m)(u)>} 
£ 2(-y)((s ;e)) = Ei('y)(e) o 3 D 2(-y)(s) 
E2(-y)(j(e1, ... ,en)) = i([E2('YHe1), ... ,E2('Y)(en)h) 
c. The mapping B 2 : Env -+ ( Bexp -+ R ) is defined by : 
B2(-y)(true) =true 
B 2( 'Y) (false) = false 
Bi("1)(not(b)) = not(B 2(-y)(b)) 
B 2( -y)(relop( e i.e 2)) = relop([E2( r)(e i) ,E2( -y)(e2)h) 
B2('Y)(and(bi.b2)) = and([B2('YHb1),B2('Y)(b2)]4) 
B 2( r)( or(b i.b2)) = or([B 2( -y)(b 1) ,B 2( -y)(b2)]4) 
The composition operator o 1 and the union operator U have been defined in definition 3.24. 
Definition 3.48 
a. The assignment-operator F': Ivar x Q-+ P is defined by: 
For q Et V 
F'(x, q) = AU. U <a',q'>Eq(u) { <u', F'(x ,q') >} 
for aE V 
F'(x, a) = AU. { <u{a!x }, Po>} 
b. The composition operator o 3 : Q xP-+ Q is given by: 
q 03p =AU. LJ <a'.p'>Ep(a) {<u',q 03 p'>} 
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q 0 3 Po= q 
We now define the merge-operators [ · • · h and [ · · · ]4. Therefore we need two intermediary 
domains: 
(</JE) Qn I = yn u o:-+Pnc(E Xid1h(Qn '))), 
R' = WXW U (E-+Pnc(Exid1h(R'))). 
Definition 3.49 
a. 
b. 
The merge operator [ h : Qn -+ On' is given by: 
[ql> ... ,qnh = ACT.{<CT', [q1, ... ,q;', ... ,qn]> I l;;ai;;an, q;EEV, <CT',q;'>Eq;(CT)} 
where 3 j such that qj EE V. 
[0!1 , ... , O!nh = (0!1 , ... , O!n) 
The operator [ · · · · ]4 : R x R -+ R' is given by: 
[r 1,r2]4 = ACT.({<CT', [r,',r2]4> I r 1EEW, <CT',r 1'>Er1(CT)} 
U {<CT', [r1.ri'h> I r2EEW, <CT',r2'>Er2(CT)}) 
where 3 j such that r j El: w. 
~1>~2]4 = (~i. ~2) 
Note that in the second lines of the above definitions of the merge operators there is no longer a depen-
dency on the state CT. We now turn to the meaning of the underlined functions. We restrict ourselves to 
the underlined f. The case of the underlined boolean functions is handled very similarly. We recall that 
the eventual application of a function to a tuple of values takes a (silent) step. 
Definition 3.50 
i : Qn' -+ Q is defined as follows: 
For <PE Qn' \ yn 
i<<P) = ACT. U <l1',<f>'> E <1><11> { <CT', i ( <P') >} 
for <PE yn 
f(<P) = ACT.{<CT, [f](</J)>} 
The semantic if-then-else operator is defined in 
Definition 3.51 
The operator [[ ... , ... , ... Jh : R x P X P -+ P is defined by: 
Fo; rEI: W 
- [[r,p 1,p 2]h =ACT. U <l1',r>Er(l1) {<a', [[r,pI>P211>} 
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for wE W 
- [[~.P1>P21h = >-.u. if~ then p 1(u) else p 2(u) fi, 
where p 1 :t:p 0 and Pz*Po· 
- [[~.Po.P1h = A<J. if~then {<u,p 0 >}elsep(u) fi, 
where p:t:p 0 • 
- [~.P.Po1h = >-.u. if~ then p(u) else { <u,p 0>} fi, 
where P*Po· 
- [~.Po.Po]h = >-.u. { <u,po>} 
3.3.4. Denotational semantics with continuations 
As in section 3.2.4, we now present a denotational semantics with continuations. We state without 
proof that this semantics M2 ' is equivalent to M2• 
We define 
Definition 3.52 
The mapping M2 ' : Prog--+ P is given by: 
M2'[< D J s >] = D2'(/'0Hs)(po) , 
where 'Yo= /'{PJt }i=l 
where , for D = < ~; <= sf >; , we put <p 1, ... ,pn > = fixed point <<f> 1'· .• ,<I> n > 
where <I> j : P"--+ P is given by: 
<f>j(P1') · · · (Pn') = D2'(/'{P;'lt}; )(sfHPo) 
Lemma 3.53 
The unique fixed point in the above rlefinition exists by the guardedness requirement which ensures 
contractivity of the <I> j. 
The class of continuations (pE) Cont, is equal to P. The class of expression continuations is given by 
(ceE) Conte= (V--+ P) U {ie} 
The class of boolean expression continuations is given by 
(cbE) Contb = (W--+ P) U fo} 
ie and ib denote the empty expression continuation respectively the empty boolean expression continua-
tion. ie is given by 
ie : V--+ V such that ie(a) = a 
Analogously, ib is given by 
ib : W --+ W such that ib (~) = w 
We now define 
Definition 3.54 
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a. The mapping D 2' : Env-+ Stat-+ Cont5 -+ P is given by: 
D2'('Y)(s1;s2)(p) = D2'('Y)(S1)( D2'('Y)(s2)(p)) 
D2'('Y)(S1 Us2)(p) = D2'('YHs1)(p) U D2'('Y)(s2)(p) 
D2 1('Y)(fl(p) = C('Y(~))(p) 
D 2'('Y)(x :=e)(p) = E 2'('Y)(e)(A.a.A.a. {<a{alx }, p>}) 
D 2'('Y)(if b then s 1 else s2 fi)(p) = B 2'('Y)(b)(X~. if~ then D 2'('Y)(s 1)(p) else D 2'('Y)(s 2)(p)) 
b. The mapping £ 2' : Env-+ Exp-+ ( (( V-+ P)-+ P) U {ie}-+ Q) is defined by: 
E1'('Y)(X)(ce) = A.a.{<a, Ce(a(x))>} 
Ei'('Y)(m)(ce) = A.a.{<a, ce(V(m)(a))>} 
E2'( 'YH (s ;e) )( Ce) = D2'( 'Y)(s )(£2'( 'YHe )( Ce)) 
E2'( 'Y)(j (e I•··· ,en))( Ce) = i ([E2'( 'Y)(e J)(ie) ,. · · ,E2'( 'Y)(e n )(ie )]J)( Ce) 
c. The mapping B2' : Env-+ Bexp-+ ( (( W-+ P)-+ P) U {ib}-+ R) is defined by: 
B 2'( 'YHtrue)( cb) = cb (true) 
B 2'( 'Y)(false)( cb) = cb (false) 
B 2'( 'Y)(not(b ))( cb) = not(B 2'( 'Y)(b )(ib) )(cb) 
B 2'( 'Y)(relop(e 1.e2))(cb) = relop([E2'( 'Y)(e 1)(ie), E2'( 'Y)(e2)(ie)h)(cb) 
B 2'( 'Y)(and(b 1,b2) )(cb) = and([B 2'( 'Y)(b 1)(ib), B 2'( 'YHb2)(ib )] 4)(cb) 
B 2'( 'Y)(or(b r ,b2))(cb) = or([B 2'( 'Y)(b ,){ib), B 2'( 'YHb2)(ib )]4)( cb) 
The definition of the union operator U : P x P-+ P has been given in definition 3.24b. The definition 
of the merge operators has been given in definition 3.49. The definition of the if-then-else operator : W 
x P x P-+ P is assumed to be known. The operator C has been defined in definition 3.31. 
The underline operator is now given by the following definition. Again, we only consider the case of 
the function f. 
Definition 3.55 
i : On'-+ (({ V-+ P) -+ P) U {ie}-+ Q) is defined by: 
if</> E Qn' \ yn 
i(<f>)(Ce) =A.a. U <u',<P'>E<fl(u) {<a',i(<f>')(ce)>} 
if</> E yn 
i(<f>)(Ce) = A.a. {<a, Ce([fl(<f>)) >} 
3.3.5. Semantic equivalence 
In this section we state the semantic equivalence theorem; the proof of this theorem is not given. It is 
very similar to the proof given in section 3.2.5. 
Theorem 3.56 
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We conclude this chapter with a short comment in the next paragraph. 
3.4. Comment 
In the first interpretation the applicative concurrency of the language is rather close to imperative con-
currency. Why? Because the only atomic action is the simple assignment, evaluation of the arguments of a 
function amounts to the concurrent evaluation of the possible side-effects followed by the immediate 
evaluation of the resulting simple expressions. In fact, the statements in the arguments are collected and 
become arguments of some imperative concurrency operator. 
In the second interpretation we can really speak about applicative concurrency. The arguments are 
evaluated in parallel. Even the evaluation of an integer constant is now an atomic action. The operational 
semantics given in this chapter have clearly shown the above. In the second interpretation especially the 
denotational semantics has been obtained by some little adjustments of the corresponding denotational 
semantics of the first interpretation. 
The available metric framework has provided a neat environment for doing the semantical work. The 
semantical equivalence proof has been rather simple. Processes have been used in a 'natural' way to give 
meaning to the language constructs. 
4. A functional language with side-effects 
In this chapter we describe a language adopted from [Jo]. In [Jo] a style of programming called func-
tional programming with side-effects has been introduced. In paragraph 4.1 some aspects of this functional 
programming with side-effects come up for discussion. In paragraph 4.2 a description of the particular 
language that we consider is given. It is followed in paragraph 4.3 by a detailed discussion of its denota-
tional semantics as presented in [Jo]. 
The second part of this chapter is an addition to [Jo]. In paragraph 4.4 an operational semantics is pro-
vided for the language. Moreover, attention is paid to parallel evaluation of expressions and its semantics. 
Furthermore, in paragraph 4.5 we go into a semantical specification formalism called natural semantics 
as described in [Ka] and then give a natural semantics for the described language. Paragraph 4.6 concludes 
this chapter with a short comment. 
4.1 Functional programming with side-effects 
Functional programming with side-effects is an extension of functional programming. Variables are 
made available for use together with the new feature of lazy single assignment. The notion of assignment 
(and side-effects) in a functional context seems somewhat controversial. However, Josephs provides evi-
dence in [Jo] that 
(i) Although functional programs are relatively easy to write because of the absence of side-effects, the 
possible presence of side-effects does not really complicate the development of functional programs with 
side-effects. 
(ii) Despite the fact that subexpressions of a functional program with side-effects are not necessarily 
independent of each other, as is the case for subexpressions of a functional program, the programs are 
suitable for parallel execution. [More about this in paragraph 4.2 and 4.4.] 
(iii) The lazy single assignment enriches functional programming with side-effects in an essential way. 
Some algorithms expressed in functional programs with side-effects are said to be unavailable to a purely 
functional programmer. 
(iv) A g~in in efficiency can be achieved in space and time complexity, whereby demand-driven graph 
reduction is used to implement functional programming with side-effects. 
We already mentioned the notion of laziness. Functional programming with side-effects is based on 
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lazy evaluation. The lazy evaluation strategy is characterized by 
(a) In case of the lazy single assignment 
assign x =E; E' 
the expression E is bound in unevaluated form to the uninstantiated variable x and is evaluated just in 
case of a demand for the value of x. 
(b) The arguments to a function call are evaluated at most once and only if their values are required. For 
example, the evaluation of if true £ 2 £ 3 does not require the evaluation of £ 3• The evaluation of 
((>-x.(addx x))E) requires the evaluation of E only once. 
( c) In case of a datastructure as (cons E 1 £ 2) evaluation of E 1 and £ 2 is delayed until their values are 
actually needed. 
Finally, we like to point out that it is possible that evaluation of an expression deadlocks. An expres-
sion may contain uninstantiated variables. A demand for the value of such an uninstantiated variable 
suspends until the variable gets instantiated. A state of deadlock now arises when all demands for the 
values of expressions have been suspended. In fact, in case of sequential evaluation only one suspension 
already leads to deadlock. 
4.2. Description of the language 
In this paragraph we describe the particular functional language with side-effects that we consider. In 
section 4.2.l the syntax of the language is given as described in chapter 4 of [Jo]. It is followed by the 
informal semantics of the language in section 4.2.2 and some examples in section 4.2.3. 
4.2.1 Syntax 
We start with a preliminary definition 
Definition 4.1 
(x E) Ide is the syntactical set of identifiers. 
(m E) Icon is the syntactical set of integer constants. 
(b E) Bcon is the syntactical set of boolean constants {true, false }. 
Integer constants and boolean constants form a part of the language primitives or primitive expressions. 
Primitive expressions are defined in 
Definition 4.2 
The class of primitive expressions (pE) Prim is defined by 
p::= b I m I add I div I not I if I nil I cons I head I seq I val I Y 
where m E Icon and b E Bcon. 
We now give the syntax of the language. 
Definition 4.3 
The class of expressions (E E) Exp is given by: 
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E::= p Ix I varx; EI assign x=E 1; E 2 I E 1 E 2 I A:c.E 
where pE Prim and x E Ide. 
The language thus consists of expressions. The intuitive meaning of these expressions is explained in 
the next section. 
4.2.2 Informal explanation 
The intuitive meaning of the syntactical objects b and m is clear. The primitives add, div and not stand 
for the wellknown functions of the same name, defined on integer values respectively boolean truth 
values. We will call these primitive functions standard (primitive) functions. In the denotational semantics 
only the case of sequential evaluation of the arguments of standard functions is treated. In the operational 
semantics the case of concurrent evaluation is also considered. Furthermore, it is possible to extend the 
class of standard functions with functions as mul, sub, or, and, equal, etc. without radical consequences 
for the semantics. The primitive if denotes the function of three arguments with the usual meaning. Note 
that evaluation of its condition has possible side-effects, as was also the case in the previous chapter. 
Nil denotes the empty list. The primitive function cons constructs a list of two elements or a pair. The 
arguments, normally in unevaluated form, are its respective elements. We stress that evaluation of the 
arguments is not forced by cons. Head is a primitive function of one argument, which value must be a list 
or pair. Head returns the value of the first element of the list. Moreover, the language can be extended 
with a similar primitive function tail. 
The primitive seq represents a function of two arguments. Seq E 1 £ 2 stands for the sequential composi-
tion of the expressions E 1 and £ 2 • After evaluation of E 1 its value is discarded. Seq eventually returns the 
value of £ 2• The primitive function val has two arguments. Val supports call-by-value. We here deviate 
from [Jo] and turn around the order of its two arguments. Now the first argument is evaluated first. The 
value of the second argument must be a function. This function is applied to the value of the first argu-
ment and val returns the resulting value. The primitive Y stands for Curry's paradoxical combinator. It is 
used to define recursive functions. We remind the reader of its definition: 
Y= >-.y. (Xx.y(xx)) (Xx.y(xx)) 
Besides parallel evaluation of the 1rguments of standard functions, the language can also be adapted to 
support parallel evaluation in a larger sense by means of the introduction of a primitive par. Par has two 
arguments E 1 and £ 2 • Evaluation of par E 1 E 2 involves the concurrent evaluation of £ 2 and E 1E 2 • The 
value of E 1E 2 is the value that par returns. In this manner the language provides control annotations for 
both sequential and parallel evaluation. For instance, add E 1 E 2 now stands for sequential addition and 
par ( par add E 1 ) £ 2 stands for parallel addition. In [Jo] no denotational semantics is given for the par 
combinator. In paragraph 4.4 an operational semantics is provided to support its use. 
So far we have only occupied ourselves with primitive expressions and their intuitive meaning. We now 
continue with other expressions and their informal semantics. 
Evaluation of an identifier x involves a demand for the value of x. If x is uninstantiated or already 
under evaluation, this demand is suspended. If x has been bound to an expression, this expression is 
evaluated and its value becomes the value of x. If x had already been evaluated, its value is directly 
returned. During the evaluation of an expression E that had been bound to x, x is marked 'under evalua-
tion' so that the expression E just once is evaluated. In the meantime other demands for the value of x are 
suspended. This mechanism also detects some silly recursions. For instance, suppose x has been bound to 
the expression ( add x 1 ) . At some time during evaluation a demand is sent for the value of x . This 
demand is suspended, because x has been marked under evaluation. This suspension is fatal: it will not 
resume again. 
Before an identifier can be used, it must be declared in a var or lambda construct. Evaluation of the 
expression var x; E involves the declaration of x as an uninstantiated variable with scope E. After that E 
is evaluate4. The value of E is the value of the var expression. 
The lazy single assignment assign x =E 1; E 2 has the following intuitive meaning: if x is an uninstan-
tiated variable, x is bound to the expression E 1 in unevaluated form. Note that E 1 is an arbitrary expres-
sion. After that E 2 is evaluated and its value is the value of assign x = E 1; E 2• This lazy single assignment 
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provides the basis for side-effects in the language. If x has been instantiated already, evaluation of a lazy 
single assignment to x results in an error. 
The expression E 1E 2 stands for the call-by-need application of E 1 to E 2 • First E 1 is evaluated and its 
value must be a function. After that this function is applied to E 2• E2 is evaluated as soon as its value is 
really required. Note however that if E 2 is an identifier, its value may have been evaluated already. 
We now discuss briefly the notion of function. What stands in fact for a function? At first we have 
seen that some primitives denote a function. Secondly, a lambda expression stands for a function. Furth-
ermore, a function applied to a number of arguments less than its arity is a (partially applied) function. 
An example of the latter category is the semantical meaning of (add 2). Note that the arguments of a par-
tially applied function normally have not been evaluated yet. 
A final remark concerns the application of a lambda expression to its argument. If the expression E' is 
not an identifier, evaluation of (Xx.E E') has the same result as evaluation of assign x =E' ; E. First x is 
bound to expression E' and evaluation then proceeds with E. However the evaluation of (Xx.E y) differs 
from the evaluation of assign x =y; E. In the former case x is not bound to expression y, but x is 'identi-
fied' with y. That is, a demand for the value of x is actually a demand for the value of y. In case of an 
assignment to x as for instance in (Ax. ( assign x = E 1; E 2 ) y), E 1 is in fact assigned to y, provided that 
y is uninstantiated. 
In the next section we give some examples of the language constructs discussed. Among other things 
we show how the lack of a direct definition of functions by pattern-matching can be overcome. 
4.2.3 Examples 
Example 1 
varx; ((seq ( assignx=2; varx; assignx=3; ((addx) 4))) 
( (( >-x.>..y.((div x) y) 12) x)) ) 
This example contains in fact three declarations of x . The scope of the first declared x includes the last 
occurrence of x. This x is bound to the expression 2. The value of the expression eventually is 6. 
Example 2 
var x; vary; ((add ( assign x =3; y )) ( assign y =2; x )) 
Evaluation of this expression is suspended in case of sequential evaluation of the arguments of the stan-
dard primitive function add. Only in case of parallel evaluation of the two operands the value of the 
expression is equal to 5. 
Example 3 
Suppose that the expression E does not contain free occurrences of the identifier z and the expression 
E' does not contain free occurrences of y . The identifiers y and z are used as auxiliary variables in 
(a) ( Y >..y.>-x.E) E' 
(b) vary; assign y = >-x.E; ( y E' ) 
(c) ( ( >..z.( >..y.>-x.E (z z))) ( >..z.( >..y.>-x.E (z z)))) E' 
The expression >-x.E here represents some function that must be applied to argument E'. In all three 
expressions above free occurrences of y in >-x.E represent recursive function calls. The second expression 
(b) provides an alternative to using the Y-combinator. In the expression (c) the mathematical definition of 
the Y -c~mbinator has been used. 
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Example 4 
var Xr ; assign Xr = h.x.A.y 1.A.y2.A.y3.Ay4. (if (equal (tail x ) nil) 
assign y 3 = tail y 1 ; assign Ji= ( cons ( head x ) y 4 ) ; ( heady 1 ) 
( var z 1 ; var z 2 ; ( cons ( x r (head x ) Y 1 Y 2 z 1 z 2 ) ( x r (tail x ) z 1 z 2 Y 3 Y 4 ) ) ) ) ; ••• 
A defiency of the language is that it does not support the direct definition of functions by pattern-
matching. However, as Joseph states, a method can be found to transform pattern-matching into simpler 
constructs. In the above example the expression assigned to x r denotes a function that had been defined 
originally by pattern-matching. Some minor modifications led to the above. 
4.3. Denotational semantics according to [Jo] 
This paragraph describes the denotational semantics for the language as can be found in [Jo], chapter 4. 
The semantic valuation can be thought of as an abstract model for a graph reduction machine. Section 
4.3. l briefly discusses the process of graph reduction. Section 4.3.2 contains the semantical definitions 
along with some commentaries. 
4.3.1 Graph reduction 
Expressions are viewed as graphs. Reduction rules are now performed on these expression-graphs in 
such a way that explicit copying of subexpressions can be avoided. Reducti0n rules are applied until the 
graph is in the so-called head normal form or lazy normal form. 
A lambda expression, an expression denoting a partially applied function, boolean and integer expres-
sions, the expression nil and an expression as cons E 1 E 2 ar~ in head normal form. In reducing an expres-
sion to head normal form a normal order reduction strategy is employed: evaluation of E 1E 2 involves the 
evaluation of E 1 and after that applying the resulting function to E 2 . 
Finally, it can be noted that recursive constructs give rise to circular graphs. 
4.3.2 Semantics 
The already mentioned normal order reduction strategy implies that the following semantics will only 
support sequential evaluation of the arguments of (standard) functions. 
We start with the definitions of several semantical domains: 
Definition 4.4 
(!!_ E) Boal is the semantical set of boolean truth values { true , false } . 
(!!I E) Num is the semantical set of integer values. 
Definition 4.5 
The class of basic values ({3 E) Bv is given by: 
13 : : = !!I I p_ I nil 
where !!I E Num and b E Boal. 
Definition 4.6 
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(a E ) Loe is the set of locations. 
An environment e E Env is a partial function from identifiers to locations. 
A store u E Store is a mapping from locations to stored values. 
A location is assigned to every declared variable. The environment is used to maintain this information. 
A location can also be assigned in order to store an arbitrary expression. The location is then passed 
through as argument. The store returns the stored value of every location. A stored value may be an 
expression in unevaluated form or an expressed value, that is the value of an expression in head normal 
form. The store marks unused locations as free. The exact definition of stored values is given in definition 
4.8. 
Definition 4.7 
An answer A E Ans is defined by: 
A ::= {3 I (A 1, A1) I suspend I error 
A continuation() E Cont is an element of Store--+ Ans x Store. 
An expression continuation x E Econt is a mapping from Ev to Cont. 
The final value (not the expressed value!) of an expression is an answer. An answer can be a basic 
value or a pair (list) of (two) answers. If during evaluation an error is encountered, the answer error is 
reported. If a state of deadlock arises, the answer becomes suspend. We define Ev in 
Definition 4.8 
A closure v E Clo is a mapping from Econt to Cont. 
An expressed value e E Ev is defined by: 
e ::= {3 I (ai. a2) I c/> 
where a 1,a 2 E Loe and c/> denotes a typical element of Loe--+ Clo. 
A stored value s E Sv is given by: 
s ::= v I e I unset I NotReady I free 
A closure represents an expression in unevaluated form. An expressed value corresponds to the head 
normal form of an expression. c/> denotes a (partially applied) function. The expressed value (a i. a 2) 
stands for the reduction of an expression to a list. The stored value NotReady indicates that the expression 
associated with the concerned location is under evaluation. Unset is only used for uninstantiated vari-
ables. 
Two auxiliary functions are defined in 
Definition 4.9 
The function new: Store --+ Loe is a function that satisfies: 
u(new( u)) = free 
In other words, new returns a free location. 
The function wrong: Cont is defined by: 
wrong( 11) = (error, 11) 
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A graph reduction machine is usually driven by a printing routine. A printing routine is defined in 
Definition 4.10 
The function print: Ev -+ Cont is defined by: 
print E = 
EE (Loe-+ Clo)-+ wrong; 
EE (Loe X Loe)-+ A11.((A1> A 2), 11 2) 
where (o: 1> o: 2)= E ; (AL> 11 1)= force( a 1)(print)(u) ; (A 2 , 11 2)= force(o: 2)(print)(u 1) 
EE Bv-+ AO". (E, 11) 
An expression may have been reduced to a list. The printing routine now forces the evaluation of the 
elements of the list. An attempt to print a list results in an error. 
We now turn to the definition of the semantical valuation & . We remark that & is only defined for 
well-formed expressions. That is, expressions that do not contain occurrences of undeclared variables. 
Definition 4.11 
The semantic valuation mapping & : Exp -+ Env -+ Econt -+ Cont is defined by: 
&(x )( e )(x) = force( e(x) )(x) 
&(p)(e)(x) = x(P(p)) 
&(£ 1 E 2)(e)(x) = &(E 1)(e)(x') where x' = A(E2)(e)(x) 
&(A.x.E)(e)(x) = x( Aa.&(E)(e{alx }) ) 
&(var x; E)(e)(x) = AO". &(E)(e{alx })(x)(u{unset/o:}) where o: = new(u) 
&(assignx=E1 ;E2)(e)(x) =AO". ( u(o:)=unset-+ 
&(E2)(e)(x)(u{ &(E 1)(e)lo:}), (error, 11)) where a=e(x) 
Definition 4.12 
The function force: Loe __ .,. Econt-+ Cont is defined by: 
force(o:)(x) = AO". case u(a) of 
NotReady, unset : ( suspend, 11) 
f : x(e)(u) 
v : v(x')(u{NotReady/o:}) where x'=Ae11'.x(e)(11'{flo:}) 
Definition 4.13 
The function A : Exp -+ Env --1> Econt -+ Econt is defined by: 
A (E)ex = Af. e E (Loc-+Clo)-+ 8, wrong 
.where(} = EE Ide-+ 8 1> 82 
8 1 = E(Q(E))(x) 
82 = AO". E(o:)(x)(u') 
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where a= new(u) and u' = u{ &(E)(o)/a} 
The demand for the value of an identifier is propagated to its location and handled by the function 
force. In case the stored value is a closure, its evaluation is forced. During evaluation the location is 
marked NotReady. If evaluation has been completed, the expressed value is stored. In case the stored 
value is already an expressed value, force directly return this value. In case the stored value is NotReady 
or unset, force suspends the demand. 
A primitive expression is already in head normal form. The corresponding expressed value P[p] is 
given as argument to the expression continuation. P is defined in definition 4.14. Likewise, a lambda 
expression is in head normal form. The expression continuation is also applied to the corresponding 
expressed value, a (partially applied) function in Loe-+ Clo. 
The use of expression continuations clearly emerges in the equation for the application E 1E 2• First E 1 
is evaluated, say its expressed value is e. After that the expression continuation A (E2)(Q)(x) is applied to 
e. Suppose that during reduction of E the store has changed from u to u'. Computation is now given by: 
&(E 1E2)( Q)(x )( u) =&(E 1)( Q )( A (E2)( Q )(x) )( u) =A (E2)(Q)(x )(e)( u') 
The function A applies€, if it is a function, to the location of expression E 2• If E 2 is not an identifier, 
it is stored at some new location and this location is given as argument to e. If E 2 is an identifier, its own 
location is passed through to €. This mechanism accurately implements the lazy evaluation strategy as 
described in paragraph 4.1 and 4.2. 
The equation for the expression var x ; E shows that before E is evaluated a new location is assigned to 
x and marked as unset. Evaluation of assign x =E1; E 2 results in an error, if x is an instantiated variable. 
If x is uninstantiated, E 1 is stored as a closure at a new location and evaluation proceeds with E 2 • 
We proceed with the definition of P. 
Definition 4.14 
The function P: Prim-+ Ev is defined by: 
P(true) = true 
P( false) = false 
P(m) = '!!!:. where'!!!:. is the integer denoted by m 
P(nil) = nil 
P(not) = ')\ax. force(a)(')\e. EEBool-+ x(•f), wrong) 
P(head) = ')\ax. force(a)(')\f. eELocXLoc-+ force(a 1)(x) where (a 1, a 2) = f , wrong) 
P(Y) = ')\ax. force(a)(k EE(Loc-+Clo)-+ ')\u. force(a')(x)(u'), wrong) 
where a' = new(u), u' = u{ E(a')/a'} 
P(cons) = ')\ax. x(cons a) 
P(add) = ')\ax. x(add a) 
P(div) = ')\ax. x(div a) 
P(val) = ')\ax. x(val a) 
P(seq) = ')\ax. x(seq a) 
P(if) = ')\ax. x(if a) 
where the functions in italic font are given by: 
cons = ')\a 1a2x. x((ai.a2)) 
add = ')\a 1a 2x. force( a 1)(')\e 1• E 1 E Num-+ 0, wrong) 
where 0 = force(a 2)(')\f 2. e2 E Num-+ x(e 1 +E2) , wrong) 
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div = }\a 1a 2x. force(a 1)(Ae 1. e 1ENum-+ 8, wrong) 
where 8 = force(a 2)(Ae 2. e2 E Num and (e 2 *O) -+ x(e 1 +e 2) , wrong) 
val = A.a 1a 2x. force( a 1)(Ae. force(a 2)(A.e 2. e2 E (Loe-+ Clo)-+ e2(a 1)x , wrong)) 
seq = A.a 1a 2x. force(a 1)(Ae 1• force(a 2)(x)) 
if= A.a 1a 2x. x(if' a 1a2) 
if'= Aa 1a 2a 3x. force(a 1)(Ae. eEBool-+ (e-+ force(a2)(x), force(a 3)(x)), wrong) 
The semantical meaning of the primitives is reasonably straightforward. Keep in mind that A passes 
through the locations of the arguments of primitive functions. Note that a circular structure is constructed 
in the equation of the semantical meaning of Y. Furthermore, the semantical meaning of cons is particu-
larly simple. As can be seen, the standard functions evaluate their arguments sequentially. The equation of 
val has been adapted to the fact that its arguments have been turned around. 
We further remark that the semantics can be accomodated in a very simple way to support the extension 
of the class of primitive functions with mul, sub, and, or, equal, etc. 
Example 
The semantical meaning of equal is given by: 
P(equal) = A.ax. x(equala) 
equal= A.a 1a 2x. force(a 1)(A.e 1• e 1 EBv-+ 8, wrong) 
where 8 = force(a 2)(A.e 2• e2 E Bv-+ x(e 1 =e 2), wrong) 
Equal returns true if its two arguments are identical basic values. 
We conclude this paragraph with another 
Example 
This example shows a typical computation in which r 0 stands for the arid environment in which no 
variables are declared and u r denotes the store in which all locations are free. Furtermore, x 0 is the 
printing routine. However, it is not 'typical' but indeed possible that evaluation of an expression 
does not terminate, as is shown by the example. Notice that the expression does contain instances of 
every kind of language construct. We assume that the reader understands the shortened way the 
computation has been written down. 
& ( (add ( var y ; assign y = A.x. ( y 0 ) ; ( y l ) ) ) 3 ) ( r 0 ) ( x 0 ) ( u f ) = 
& ( add E 1 ) ( ro ) (A ( 3 ) ( ro) ( x o) ) ( O"f) = 
& ( add ) ( r o ) ( A ( E 1 ) ( r o ) ( A ( 3 ) ( r o ) ( x o ) ) ( u f ) = 
A ( EI ) ( r 0 ) ( x I ) ( p ( add ) ) ( O" f ) = 
p ( add ) ( a 1 ) ( x I ) ( O" f { & ( EI ) ( r 0 ) I a I } ) = 
x i( add a 1 ) ( ui) = 
(add a 1 ) ( a2) ( x 1 ) ( 0"1 { & ( 3) ( ro) I a2 } ) = 
force ( a 1 ) ( A.e 1• e 1 E N um -+ 8 1> wrong ) ( u 2 ) = 
& ( vary; assign y = A.x. ( y 0 ) ; ( y 1 ) ) ( r 0 ) ( AECT'. x 2 ( e ) ( u' { E I a 1 } ) ) ( u 2 { NotReady I a 1 } ) = 
& ( assign y = A.x. ( y 0 ) ; ( y 1 ) ) ( r o { a 3 I y } ) ( u' 2 { unset I a 3 } ) = 
~ 
& ( ( y 1 ) ) ( e 1 ) ( x 3 ) ( u' 2 { &. ( A.x. ( y 0 ) ) ( e 1 ) I a 3 } ) = 
& ( y ) ( e I) (A ( 1) ( e 1) ( X3)) ( 0"3) = 
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force ( a3) ( x4) ( 113') = 
& ( Ax. ( y 0 ) ) ( Q 1 ) ( >..eu'. x 4 ( E ) ( u' { E I a 3 } ) ) ( u' 2 { NotReady I a 3 } ) = 
x 5 ( hO!. & ( ( y 0 ) ) ( Q I { O! I x } ) ) ( u' 2 { NotReady I O! 3 } ) = 
x 4 ( >..a. & ( ( y 0 ) ) ( Q 1 { a I x } ) ) ( u' 2 { >..a. & ( ( y 0 ) ) ( Q 1 { a I x } ) I a 3 } ) = 
( '/..a. & ( ( y 0 ) ) ( Q 1 { a I X } ) ) ( a 4 ) ( x 3 ) ( u' 2 { & ( ( y 0 ) ) ( Q I { a I x } ) I a 3 , & ( 1 ) ( QI ) I a 4 } ) = 
& ( y ) ( QI { 0!4 Ix } ) (A ( 0) ( QI { 0!4 / x } ) ( X3)) ( 0"4) = 
force(a 3 )(x6)(u4)= (*) 
x 6 ( >..a. & ( ( y 0 ) ) ( e 1 { a Ix ) ) ( u 4 ) = 
( >..a. & ( ( Y 0 ) ) ( Q 1 { a I x } ) ) ( a 5 ) ( x 3 ) ( 114 { & ( 0 ) ( Q 1 { a 4 I x } ) I a 5 } ) = 
Ii. ( Y) ( Q1 { 0'5 / X}) (A ( 0) ( Q1 { 0!5 / X}) ( X3)) ( 0"5) = 
force ( a 3 ) ( x 1 ) ( <T s ) = ( *) 
x 7 ( >..a. & ( ( y 0 ) ) ( e 1 { a Ix } ) ) ( u 5 ) = 
( >..a. & ( ( Y 0 ) ) ( Q 1 { a I x } ) ) ( a 6 ) ( x 3 ) ( u 5 { & ( 0 ) ( Q 1 { a 5 I x } ) I a 6 } ) = 
& (y) ( Q 1 {a6 /x}) (A ( 0) ( Q 1 {a 6 /x }) ( x 3 )) ( u6 ) = 
force ( a 3 ) ( x s ) ( u 6 ) = ( *) 
etc. 
4.4. Operational semantics 
This paragraph is organized as follows: section 4.4.1 contains several preparatory definitions. The 
operational semantics given in section 4.4.2 supports only sequential evaluation. The operational semantics 
of section 4.4.3 supports concurrent evaluation of the arguments of standard functions. In section 4.4.4 
the language is extended with the par-combinator. Again, an operational semantics is given. Section 4.4.5 
concludes this paragraph with some examples. 
4.4.1. Preliminary definitions 
In this section the operational counterparts of the notions of expressed value, closure, stored value and 
store are defined. Furthermore, operational expressions and operational environments are introduced. 
First we recall 
Definition 4.15 
A basic value {3 E Bv is given by: 
f3::= !!. I !!!: I nil 
where !!, E Bool and !!!: E Num 
We define 
Definition 4.16 
A partially applied function cp E Paf is given by: 
, 
cp::= [Ax.E] I [p]0!1••·0!m 
where x E Ide, EE Exp, a 1, •• .,am E Loe and p is a primitive function with arity n ; 0~ m <n 
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The syntactical objects [A.x.E] and [p] denote the expressed values of the expressions A.x.E and p which 
are in head normal form. We further denote by <p> the actual semantical meaning of p. In this manner 
<add> for instance is the wellknown function + : Num x Num ~ Num. 
Definition 4.17 
The class of operational expressed values (f E) Ev' is given by: 
f::= (3 I (a 1> a2) I <P 
In other words: Ev' = Bv U (Loe x Loe) U Paf. 
We denote by li a typical element of Ev' \ Bv. Thus: 
li::= (a1, a2) I [A.x.E] I [p]a1 ... am 
We now give the general shape of the definitions of operational expressions. For each operational 
semantics it is indicated later on which subset is needed. 
Definition 4.18 
The class of operational expressions (EE) Exp(E) is defined by : 
E::= E I EE I E =-a I (3 =-a I o I [p]arg1 ... argn 
where EEExp, aELoc, (3EBv, oEEv'\Bv; p is a primitive function with arity n; arg; satisfies: 
arg;::= a I E ==-a I ela 
where aE Loe and eE Ev' 
The operational expression E ==- a denotes an expression that is being evaluated and whose expressed 
value must be stored into location a afterwards. In this manner (3 ==- a represents a basic value that still 
must be stored into a. The operational expression [p]arg 1 ... argn pictures the evaluation of the arguments 
of a primitive function. Sequential evaluation, concurrent evaluation of arguments of standard functions 
and concurrent evaluation of the arguments of the par-combinator are considered. In each case an adjusted 
definition of operational expression is given, that which amounts to imposing certain conditions upon arg; 
( 1 ~ i ~ n ) . The argument e I a denotes an expressed value e that is stored at location a. 
We now proceed with 
Definition 4.19 
The class of operational environments e E Env' is given by: 
Env' = ( Ide ~ Loe) U ( Env' X Env' ) 
An operational environment is a partial function from identifiers to locations or a pair of operational 
environments. We denote by r 0 the empty partial function, the arid environment in which no variables are 
declared. 
Every subexpression of an expression needs its own environment. In, for instance, the expression ( var 
x; E 1 E 2 ) the identifier x is known in E 1, not in E 2• In the denotational semantics the environment of a 
subexpression was passed through in the expression continuation: 
&(varx; E 1 E2)(e)(x)(u) = 
&(varx; E 1)(Q)(A(E2)(Q)(1'))(u) = 
&(E 1)( Q {a!x })(A (£2)( Q )(x))( u{unset/a }) 
,, 
In the operational semantics the operational environment keeps track of this information. Furthermore, the 
notion of operational environment is already accomodated to parallel evaluation. 
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As already said, an operational environment for an expression must contain an environment for each 
subexpression. In the following definition we make precise which environment fits which expression. We 
define a mapping from operational expressions to subsets of the operational environments. It maps an 
operational expression to the subset of the operational environments that consists of the operational 
environments that fit the expression. 
Definition 4.20 
The mapping Fit: Exp(E) --.. C9(Env') is recursively defined by: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
Fit(x) = Ide --.. Loe 
Fit(p) = Ide --.. Loe 
Fit(var x; E) = Fit(E) 
Fit(>-.x.E) = Fit(E) 
Fit(E 1 E 2) = Fit(E 1) xFit(E2) 
Fit(assignx=E1; £ 2) = (Fit(x)XFit(E 1))XFit(E2) 
Fit(E E) = Fit(E) XFit(E) 
Fit(E =a) = Fit(E) 
Fit(t3 =a) = {ro} 
Fit((alt a 2)) = {ro}x{r0 } 
Fit([>u.E]) = Fit(M.E) 
Fit([p]) = {r o} 
Fit([p]a 1 ••• am) = Fit([p]a 1 ... am-1) X {ro} (form >0) 
Fit([p]arg 1 ••• argn) = (( {ro}XR(arg 1)) X ... xR(argn)) 
where R(argi) is given by: 
R(a) = {ro} 
R(E = a) = Fit(E) 
R(t3laJ = {ro} 
R<ol,.> = Fit(o) 
Fit(E) consists of those operational environments which fit operational expression E. 
Example 
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Consider the expression 
(var x; assign x = A.y.E 1 ; E 2 ('A.y.E 3 £4)) 
Suppose e; E Fit(E;) for i = 1, .. .,4 and e E Ide-+ Loe. Then 
((<Q, e ,), e2). (e3, e4)) 
is an operational environment that fits the above expression. Suppose now that Fit(E;) = Ide-+ Loe 
for i=l, ... ,4. We now call 
(((ro, ro), ro), (ro. ro)) 
the fitting arid operational environment of the given expression. 
We now define 
Definition 4.21 
An operational closure vE Clo' is a pair (e, E) such that e E Fit(E) and E E Exp. 
Definition 4.22 
a. The class of operational stored values (s E) Sv' is given by: 
s ::= {3 I (o, e 1) I ( e 2. E) I unset I NotReady I free 
where {3EBv, oEEv'\Bv, e 1 E Fit(o) and (e 2 , E) E Clo' 
b. The class of operational stores (aE) Store' is given by: 
Store' = Loe-+ Sv' 
Finally, we give the modified version of the definiton of new and define two other auxiliary functions. 
Definition 4.23 
The auxiliary function new : Store' -+ Loe satisfies: 
a(new(a)) = free 
Definition 4.24 
Mod : Env' -+ ( Ide -+ ( Loe -+ Env')) is given by: 
Mod(e)(x)(a) = e{ alx} for e E Ide -+ Loe 
Mod(e)(x)(a) = (Mod(e 1)(x)(a), Mod(e 2)(x)(a)) 
Definition 4.25 
Sel : IN -+ (Env' -+ Env') is given by: 
Sel(l)((e1> e2)) = e2 
Sel(i)((ei. e 2)) = Sel(i-IHe1) for i >I 
Sel(k)(e) = e for e E Ide -+ Loe and k E IN 
Example 
for e=(e 1, e 2)E Env' x Env' 
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Suppose that e 0, e 1 E Ide - Loe ; e 2= e o{ a/x} and e 3= e 1 { alx} 
Then 
Sel(l)(Mod((((eo. e 1). e 1). <eo. eo)))(x)(a)) = <e2. e1) 
Sel(2)(Mod((((eo. e 1). e 1). <eo. eo)))(x)(a)) = Q3 
Sel(3)(Mod((((eo. e 1). e 1). (eo. eo)))(x)(a)) = Q3 
Sel(4)(Mod((((eo. e 1). e 1). (eo. eo)))(x)(a)) = e2 
Sel(k)(Mod((((eo. e 1), e 1). (eo. eo)))(x)(a)) = e2 fork >4 
4.4.2. Sequential evaluation 
In this section we present an operational semantics that only supports sequential evaluation of the argu-
ments of a function just as the denotational semantics in paragraph 4.3. 
First we define 
Definition 4.26 
The class of operational expressions (EE) Exp(E 1) for sequential evaluation is defined by : 
E::= E I EE I E =>DI. I f3=-a I o I [p]arg 1 ••• argn 
where EEExp, aELoc, {3EBv, oEEv'\Bv and p is a primitive function with arity n; 
argi (I ;;iii ;a;; n) satisfies: 
(i) argi = elo: with eE Ev' and aE Loe only if i =1 or ( i >1 and argi-l satisfies (i)) 
or (ii) argi = E' =>a with E' E Exp(E 1) and a E Loe only if i = 1 or ( i > 1 and 
argi-I satisfies (i)) 
or (iii) argi E Loe. 
The operational expression [p ]arg 1 ... arg n amounts to 
[p] E 1lo: ... Ei-llo:. (Ei ==> ai) ai+I ... an 
I 1-I 
(with O;a;;i ;a;;n) 
The first i - 1 arguments have been evaluated already. Argument i is being evaluated. The arguments to 
the right have not been evaluated yet, but they are stored at location a i ( i <j ;a;; n). 
We now define the configurations in 
Definition 4.27 
A configuration c E Conf 1 is defined by: 
c::=< E, Q, a> I < (3, a> 
whereEEExp(E1), eE Fit(E), aEStore', {3EBv. 
Remark 
The transitions have the form: 
< i, e, a> - < f3, a'> 
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or 
< E, e. a>---+ < E', e'. a'> 
Convention 
In the transition system T 1 defined in definition 4.28 the following holds (unless stated otherwise): 
e; = Sel(n -i + l)(e) 
We stress that this only holds for e, not for e', Q, etc. 
We now define the transition system that determines the transition relation ---+ • 
Definition 4.28 
The transition system T 1 is defined by the following axioms and rules: 
Axiom 1 
< true, e, a> ---+ < true, a> 
Axiom 2 
< false, e. u>---+ < false, u> 
Axiom 3 
< m, e. u>---+ < !!J:., u> 
provided that 
(i) !!!:. is the integer denoted by m 
Axiom 4 
< nil, e' u> ---+ < nil, u> 
Axiom 5 
< var x; E, e. u>---+ < E, e', u{ unset/a}> 
provided that 
( i) a=new(u) 
(ii) e' = Mod(e)(x)(a) 
Axiom 6 
? 
<assign x = E 1 ; E 2, e. u>---+ < Ez, Qz, u{ (e 1> E 1)/a}> 
provided that 
( i) e0(x)=a 
(ii) u(a)=unset 
Axiom 7 
< "Ax.E, e. u>-+ < ["Ax.E], e. u> 
Axiom 8 
< p, e. u>-+ < [p], r 0 , u> 
provided that 
(i) p is a primitive function of positive arity 
Axiom 9 
< ["Ax.E] E', e, u>-+ < E, e', u'> 
provided that 
( i) if E'E Ide then a=e 1(£') ; a' =a 
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(ii) if E'EE Ide then a=new(a) ; u'=a{ (e i. E')/a} 
(iii) e'= Mod(e 0)(x)(a) 
Axiom 10 
provided that 
( i) p is a primitive function with arity n; O;;am<n 
(ii) if E'E Ide then a,,.+ 1 =em+1(E') ; u' = <T 
(iii) if E'Et Ide then am+I =new(a); a'= u{ (em+i. E')lam+d 
( iv) e I Satisfies 
(a) Sel(l)(e') = ro 
(b) fork >I Sel(k)(e') = Sel(k)(e) 
Axiom 11 
< x, e. u>-+ < (3, u> 
provided that 
( i) e(x)=a 
(ii) u(a)=(3 
Axiom 12 
< X, e, u>-+ < 0, e', <T> 
provided that 
( i) 'Q(x)=a 
(ii) a(a)= (o, e') 
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Axiom 13 
< x, e. u>-+ < E =a, e', u{ NotReady/a}> 
provided that 
( i) e(x)=a 
(ii) u(a)= (e', E) 
Axiom 14 
< {3 => a, r 0 , u>-+ < {3, u{ {3/a}> 
Axiom 15 
< o = a, e. u>-+ < o, e. u{ (o, e)la}> 
Axiom 16 
< [p] arg 1 ••. argi-l ai arg;+ 1 ... argn, e, u>-+ < [p] arg 1 ... arg;_ 1 (E;=a;) arg;+i ... argn, e', u'> 
provided that 
( i) p is a primitive function with arity n, cons excluded 
( ii) if pm if then i = 1 
(iii) u(a;)= (e';, E;) 
(iv) Q' satisfies: 
(a) fork *n -i + 1 Sel(k)(e') = Sel(k)(e) 
(b) Sel(n-i+I)(e') = e'; 
( v) u' = u{ NotReady/a;} 
Axiom 17 
< [p] arg 1 ... arg;_ 1 a; arg;+ 1 ... argn, e. u>-+ < [p] arg 1 ... arg;_ 1 f3ila. arg;+i ... argn, e. u> 
provided that 
( i) p is a primitive function with arity n, cons excluded 
(ii) if psif then i =I 
(iii) u(a;)= {3; 
Axiom 18 
I 
< [p] arg 1 ... arg;_ 1 a; arg;+ 1 ... argn, e. u>-+ < [p] arg 1 ... arg;_ 1 o;la. arg;+i ... argn, e', u> 
provided that 
( i) p is one of the primitive functions seq, val, head or Y 
( ii) n is the arity of p 
(iii) u(a;)= (o;, Q';) 
(iv) e' satisfies: 
(a) fork*n-i+l Sel(k)(e') = Sel(k)(e) 
(b)~Sel(n -i + l)(e') = e'; 
I 
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Axiom 19 
< [p] arg 1 ... argi-l (f~a) argi+l ... argn, e, u>--+ < [p] arg 1 ... arg;_ 1 fla argi+l ... argn, e. u'> 
provided that 
( i) p is a primitive function with arity n 
(ii) if eE Bv then u' = u{f/a} 
(iii) if EE Ev' \ Bv then u' = u{(e, e;)la} 
Before giving additional axioms for specific primitive functions, we give the only two rules: 
Rule 1 
< :E, e. u>--+ < E', e', u'> 
<:EE", ( Q, e"), u>--+ < E' E", (ii', e"), u'> 
< E ~a, ii, u>--+ < E' ~a, ii', u'> 
< [p] arg 1 ... arg;_ 1 (E=a) arg;+ 1 ... argn, e. u>--+ < [p] arg 1 ... arg;_ 1 (E'=a) arg;+ 1 ... argn, e', u'> 
provided that in the third conclusion 
( i) p is a primitive function with arity n 
( ii) Sel(n -i + l)(e) = ii 
(iii) e' satisfies: 
(a) fork *n-i +1 Sel(k)(e') = Sel(k)(e) 
(b) Sel(n -i + l)(e') = ii' 
Rule 2 
< E, ii, u>--+ < (3, u'> 
< E = a, ii, u > --+ < (3 = a, r 0, u' > 
< [p] arg 1 ... arg;_ 1 (E=a) arg;+ 1 ... argn, e. u>--+ < [p] arg 1 ... arg;_ 1 ({3=a) arg;+ 1 ... argn, e', u'> 
provided that in the second conclusion 
( i) p is a primitive function with arity n 
( ii) Sel(n -i + l)(e) = e 
(iii) e' satisfies: 
(a) fork *n -i + 1 Sel(k)(e') = Sel(k)(e) 
(b) Sel(n -i + l)(e') = ro 
Axiom 20 
< [p] f31la ... f3n la ' e. a>--+ < {3, a> 
I n 
provided that 
( i) p is a standard primitive function such as add, div, or not 
( ii) n is the arity of p 
(iii) (3 = <p> (f31,. . .,{3n) 
Axiom~21 
< cseqJ e lla e2la • e. a>--+ < e2. a> 1 I < e2. e2. a>2 
I 2 
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provided that 
( i) in case 1 : e2 E Bv 
(ii) in case 2: e2 E Ev' \ Bv 
Axiom 22 
< [val] E1la [A.x.E] la , 12. u>-+ < E, e', u> 
I 2 
provided that 
(i) 12' = Mod(122)(x)(a 1) 
Axiom 23 
< [val] E1la ([p]a1···am) la•, 12. u>-+ < [p]a1 ... ama, (122. ro), u> 
provided that 
(i) p is a primitive function with arity n ; O~m <n 
Axiom 24 
<[if] i3la a2 a3, 12, u>-+ < 13;, u>1 I < o;, 12';, u>2 I < E; =>a;, 12';, u{ NotReady!a;}>3 
I 
provided that 
( i) ( (3=tt and i =2) or ( (3=ff and i =3) 
( ii) in case 1 : u( a;)= (3; 
(iii) in case 2: u(a;)= (o;, 12';) 
(iv) in case 3: u(a;)= (12';. E;) 
The cases 1,2,3 correspond with the configurations with subscripts 1,2,3. 
Axiom 25 
Axiom 26 
<[head] (a!t a2) la• 12, u>-+ < '3i.u>1 I < 01t 12'1t u>2 I < E1=>al>12'1. u{ NotReady!ai}>3 
provided that 
( i) in case 1: u(a 1)= '31 
(ii) in case 2: u(a 1)= (01t 12' 1) 
(iii) in case 3: u(a 1)= (12' I> E 1) 
Axiom 27 
< [Y] [A.x.E] la , 12. u>-+ < E => a, e', u{ NotReady/a}> 
I 
provided that 
( i) a=new(u) 
(ii) 12'= Mod(12 1)(x)(a) 
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Axiom 28 
< [Y] ( [p]a 1 ... am) J°' , e, o> .._. < [p]a I···ama' =:>a', (e 1, ro), o{ NotReady/ a'}> 
provided that 
( i) p is a primitive function with arity n ; O~m <n 
(ii) a' = new(o) 
Note that the transition system accurately follows 'the steps' of the denotational semantics in 4.3, that 
is, it models graph reduction. 
We define the operational meaning of an expression in definition 4.29. < E, Q, o> .._.,denotes that 
there is no transition < E, Q, o> .._. c for any c E Conf1• Furthermore, we remark that for c 1,c2 E 
Conf 1 such that c 1 ::t::.c2 it is not possible that < E, e, o> .._. c 1 and < E, e. o> .._. c2. 
Definition 4.29 
a. The mapping 0 1: Exp .._. ( Store' .._. Ans x Store' ) is defined by: 
0 1(E)(o) = 0 1(< E, Q, o>) 
where e is the fitting arid operational environment of E 
b. The mapping 0 1: Conf1 .._.Ans x Store' is defined by: 
01( < {3, o>) = ({3, o) 
0 1( < E, Q, a>) is given by: 
if there is a finite transition sequence < E' e' 0 > = c 0 - c I - ••• - c n - I then 
in case Cn = < (3, o'> then 
in case Cn = < </>, Q1 , o'> then 
01(co) =((Ai. A2), 02) 
where (AI> o 1) = JC(a 1, o) and (A2, 02) = JC(a2, 01) 
otherwise: say Cn = < E', e', o'> 
0 1(co) = (suspend, o') 
else if there is an infinite transition sequence <E, e, o> = c 0 .._. c 1 .._. ... .._. c n .._.... then 
c. The mapping JC: Loe x Store'.._. Ans x Store' is defined by: 
JC(a, o) = 
if o(a) =unset, NotReady, free then (suspend, o) 
if o(a) = (3 then ((3, o) 
if o(a) = (</>, e) then (~ror, o) 
~f o(a) = (e, E) then 0 1(__ < E_, e. o>) 
if o(a) = (a 1, a 2) then ((A 1, A2), 0:..2) 
where (AI> 0: 1) = JC(al> o) and (A2, 0:2) = JC(a2, 0:1) 
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4.4.3. Concurrent evaluation of arguments of standard functions 
We now accomodate the operational semantics to support concurrent evaluation of arguments of stan-
dard functions. Some minor modifications are sufficient. 
Definition 4.30 
The class of operational expressions (EE) Exp(E2) for concurrent evaluation of arguments of stan-
dard functions is defined by : 
E::= E I EE I E =a I (3 =a I o I [p]arg 1 .•• argn 
where EEExp, a.ELoc, {3EBv, oEEv'\Bv and p is a primitive function with arity n; arg; is given 
by: 
argi::= a I E = a I elc, 
where a.E Loe and eE Ev' 
The operational expression [p]arg 1 ••• argn is now used to represent both concurrent evaluation of the 
arguments of standard functions and sequential evaluation of the arguments of other primitive functions. 
The latter is established by moving the conditions of argi in section 4.4.2 inside the transition system T 2• 
Definition 4.31 
A configuration c E Conf 2 is defined by: 
c::=< E, e. u> I < (3, u> 
where EEExp(E2), eE Fit(E), uEStore', {3EBv. 
Remark 
The transitions have the form: 
< £, e, u > -+ < f3, u' > 
or 
<£,e. u>-+ < E', e', u'> 
Definition 4.32 
The transition system T 2 is defined by the axioms 1-15, 20-28 of transition system T 1 and the follow-
ing axioms and rules: 
Axiom 16 (*) 
< [p] arg 1 ••• arg;_ 1 a.i arg;+ 1 ••• argn, e. u>-+ < [p] arg 1 ••• argi-l (E; =a;) arg;+ 1 ••• argn, e', u'> 
provided that 
( i) p is a primitive function with arity n, cons excluded 
(ii) in case pmseq or pseval then: ( i =2 => arg 1 = e 1L, fore 1 E Ev' and a. 1 E Loe I 
(iii) ifpseifthen i=l 
(iv) u(ai)= (e';, E;) 
( v) e' satisfies: 
(a) fork *n -i + 1 Sel(k)(e') = Sel(k)(e) 
(b) Sel(n -i + l)(e') = e'; 
( vi) u' = u{ NotReady/a;} 
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Axiom 17 (*) 
< [p] arg 1 ••• arg;_ 1 a; arg;+ 1 ... argn, Q, a>~< [p] arg 1 ... arg;_ 1 .6;Ja. arg;+l ... argn, Q, a> I 
provided that 
( i) p is a primitive function with arity n, cons excluded 
(ii) in case p::seq or p:=val then: ( i =2 => arg 1 = e 1la fore 1 E Ev' and a 1 E Loe 1 
(iii) if p :df then i = 1 
(iv) a(a;)= ,6; 
Axiom 18 (*) 
< [p] arg 1 ... arg;- 1 a; arg;+ 1 ... argn, Q, u> ~ < [p] arg 1 ... arg;_ 1 o;Ja. arg;+ 1 ••• argn, Q', a> 
I 
provided that 
( i) p is one of the primitive functions seq, val, head or Y 
(ii) in case p::seq or p=val then: ( i=2 => arg 1 = e 11,, for e 1E Ev' and a 1E Loe 1 
(iii) n is the arity of p 
(iv) a(a;)= (o;, e';) 
( v) Q' satisfies: 
(a) fork*n-i+l Sel(k)(e') = Sel(k)(Q) 
(b) Sel(n-i+l)(e') = e'; 
Axiom 19 
< [p] arg 1 ... arg;_ 1 (e=>a) arg;+ 1 ... argn, Q, a>~< [p] arg 1 ... arg;_ 1 ela arg;+ 1 ... argn, Q, a'> 
provided that 
( i) p is a primitive function with arity n 
( ii) if e E Bv then a' = a{e/a} 
(iii) ifeE Ev' \Bvthen a'= a{(e, Q;)la} 
Rule l 
<E. e. u> ~ < E', e', a'> 
<EE", (e. e"). a>~ < E' E", ( e'. Q 11), a'> 
< E. = a, e, u> ~ < E' = a, e', u' > 
< [p] arg 1 ... arg;- 1 (E=>a) arg;+ 1 ... argn, Q, a>~< [p] arg 1 ... arg;_ 1 (E'=>a) arg;.q ... argn, Q', a'> 
provided that in the third conclusion 
( i) p is a primitive function with arity n 
(ii) Sel(n-i+l)(Q) = e 
(iii) e' satisfies: 
(a) fork*n-i+l Sel(k)(Q') = Sel(k)(Q) 
(b) Sel(n-i+l)(e') = e' 
Rule 2 
< E, Q, a>~ < ,6, a'> 
< i => a, g, a>~ < ,6 => a, r 0 , a'> 
< [p] arg 1 ... arg;_ 1 (E=>a) arg;+ 1 ... argn, Q, a>~ < [p] arg 1 ... arg;_ 1 (,6=>a) arg;+ 1 ••• argn, Q', a'> 
provided that in the second conclusion 
( i) p is a primitive function with arity n 
(ii) Sel(n-i+l)(e) =ii 
(iii) e I Satisfies: 
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(a) fork :;t:n-i +1 Sel(k)(e') = Sel(k)(e) 
(b) Sel(n -i + l)(e') = ro 
Note that, although the 'copied' axioms are literally identical, the configurations may be different. 
We now define the operational meaning of an expression. 
Definition 4.33 
a. The mapping 0:: Exp-+ ( Store'--+ Cfl( Ans x Store' )) is defined by: 
0 2(E)(a) = 0 2( < E, Q, a>) 
where e is the fitting arid operational environment of E 
b. The mapping 0 2: Conf2 -+ <P( Ans X Store') is defined by: 
02(< (3, a>)= ({3, a) 
02( < E, e, a>) is given by: 
if there is a finite transition sequence < E , e , a> = c 0 -+ c 1 -+ . . . -+ c n -+I then 
in case cn = < {3, a'> then 
in case en = < </>, e'' a'> then 
((A 1, A2), a2) E 02(co) 
where (AI> a 1) E JC 2(a1> a) and (A2, a2) E JC2(et2, a 1) 
otherwise: Cn = < E', e', a'> 
(suspend, a') E 02(co) 
else if there is an infinite transition sequence <E, e, a> = Co -+ c 1 -+ ... -+ c n -+... then 
c. The mapping JC 2: Loe x Store' -+ <P( Ans x Store' ) is defined by: 
JC2(a, a) = 
if a(a) = unset, NotReady, free then (suspend, a) 
if a(a) = {3 then ({3, a) 
if a(a) = (</>, e) then ~rror, a) 
if a(a) = (Q, E) then 0 2(::;:: E.!.. e. a>) 
if a(a) =_(a i. a 2) then ((A 1, A2), O:~ 
where (A 1' 0: 1) E JC 2(a i. a) and (A2. <12) E JC 2(a 2 , 0: 1) 
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4.4.4. The par-combinator 
We now extend the language with the primitive function par. Par is a function of two arguments E 1 and 
E 2• par E 1 E2 stands for the concurrent reduction of E 1 £ 2 and E 2• The value of E 1 E 2 is returned. We 
now have a specific control annotation for parallel evaluation. Therefore the arguments of other primitive 
functions are evaluated sequentially. Thus add E 1 E 2 is sequential addition and ( par ( par add E 1 ) E 2 ) 
is parallel addition. 
We return to the transition system of sequential evaluation and add some axioms to support the use of 
the par-combinator. First the definition of operational expression must be adjusted. 
Definition 4.34 
The class of operational expressions (EE) Exp(E3) for sequential evaluation combined with con-
current evaluation of the arguments of par is defined by : 
E::= E I EE I E =a I f3=a I o I [p]arg1···argn 
where EEExp, aELoc, {3EBv, oEEv'\Bv and p is a primitive function with arity n; 
argi ( l ;:;2 i ;:;2 n) satisfies: 
if p 'ii/= par then 
(i) argi = elc, with e E Ev' and a E Loe only if i = l or ( i > l and argi-t satisfies (i) ) 
or (ii) argi = E' =a with E' E Exp(E 1) and a E Loe only if i =l or ( i >1 and 
argi-I satisfies (i)) 
if p = par then 
arg i : : = a I e I,,. I E = a 
where aE Loe and eE Ev' 
Note that Exp now includes the primitive par. 
Definition 4.35 
A configuration c E Conf 3 is defined by: 
c::=< E, e, u> I < (3, u> 
where EEExp(E3), eE Fit(E), uEStore', {3EBv. 
Remark 
The transitions have the form: 
< E, 12 , u> ~ < (3, u'> 
or 
< E, e, u > ~ < E ', e ', u' > 
Definition 4.36 
The transition system T 3 is defined by the axioms 1-15, 19-28 and rules 1 and 2 of transition system 
T 1 and the following axioms: 
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Axiom 16 (*) 
< [p] arg 1 ... arg;_ 1 ex; arg;+ 1 ... argn, e. a>--+ < [p] arg 1 ... arg; _1 (E; =ex;) arg;+ 1 ... argn, e', a'> 
provided that 
( i) p is a primitive function with arity n, cons and par excluded 
(ii) ifp=ifthen i=l 
(iii) a(a;)= (e';, E;) 
( iv) e I Satisfies: 
(a) fork :f=n-i +l Sel(k)(e') = Sel(k)(e) 
(b) Sel(n -i + l)(e') = e'; 
( v) a' = a{ NotReadyla;} 
Axiom 17 (*) 
< [p] arg 1 ... arg;_ 1 ex; arg;+ 1 ... argn, e. a>--+< [p] arg 1 ... ar?·- 1 .8;la. arg;+ 1 ... argn, e. a> 
provided that 
( i) p is a primitive function with arity n, cons and par excluded 
( ii) if psif then i = 1 
(iii) a(a;)= ,8; 
Axiom 18 
I 
< [p] argl ... arg;-1 a; argi+l ... argn, e. a>--+< [p] argl ... argi-1 oila. arg;.q ... argn, e', a> 
provided that 
( i) p is one of the primitive functions seq, val, head or Y 
( ii) n is the arity of p 
(iii) a(a;)= (o;, e';) 
( iv) e' satisfies: 
(a) fork:f=n-i+l Sel(k)(e') = Sel(k)(e) 
(b) Sel(n -i + l)(e') = e'; 
Axiom 29 (*) 
I 
<[par] arg 1 a 2, e. u>--+ <[par] arg 1 e2la, e', u> 1 I <[par] arg 1 (E2 = a 2), e", a"> 2 2 
provided that 
( i) in case l 
(a) if E2E Bv then a(a2) = E2; e' = e 
(b) if E2E Ev'\Bv then u(a2) = (€2, e2') ; e' = ((eo. e 1), e2') 
( ii) in case 2 
(a) u(a2) = (Q2. E2) 
(b) e" = «eo. e 1). Q2) 
(c) u" = u{ NotReady/cx 2} 
Axiom 30 (*) 
<[par] cx 1 arg2, e. a>--+ <[par] (o 1 x) =a 3 arg 2, e', u'> 1 I <[par] (E1 = a 1 x) =a 3 arg2, e", u"> 2 
provided that 
( i) arg2 ::= 0:'2 I E2 = a2 I E2la 
2 
( ii) in case 1 
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(a) a(a1) = (01. e 11 ) 
(b) e' = «eo. (ei'· e)), e2) 
(c) e satisfies (i) Q E Ide-+ Loe and (ii) Q(X) = a2 
(d) a' = a{ NotReady/a 3} 
(iii) in case 2 
(a) a(a1) = Ce1.E1) 
(b) e" = «eo. (e 1' e)). e2) 
(c) e satisfies (i) e E Ide-+ Loe and (ii) e(x) = a2 
(d) a" = a{ NotReady/a 1' a3} 
(iv) a 3 = new(a) 
Note that we use x here as an auxiliary variable; its environment is e resp. e. 
Axiom 31 
< [par] E l L. E' 0 I °' ' e ' a> -+ < E 1' a> l I < E 1' e 1' a> 2 
I 2 
provided that 
( i) in case 1: e 1 E Bv 
( ii) in case 2: e2 E Ev'\Bv 
We now give the operational meaning of an expression. 
Definition 4.37 
a. The mapping 0 3: Exp-+ ( Store'-+ <P( Ans x Store' )) is defined by: 
0 3(E)(a) = 03( < E, e. a>) 
where e is the fitting arid operational environment of E 
b. The mapping 0 3: Conf 3 -+ <P( Ans x Store' ) is defined by: 
03( < {3, a>) = ({3, a) 
03(< E, e. a>) is given by 
if there is a finite transition sequence < E, Q, a> = c 0 -+ c 1 -+ ... -+ c n -+I then 
in case en = < {3, a'> then 
in Case C n = < </>' Q I, (j 1 > then 
((Ai.A2),a2) E 03(co) 
where (AI> a 1) E JC 3(a1o a) and (A2. a2) E JC3(a2. a1) 
otherwise: Cn = < E'' e'' a'> 
(suspend, a') E 0 3(co) 
else if there is an infinite transition sequence <E, Q, a> = Co-+ C 1 -+ ... -+ Cn -+... then 
. 
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c. The mapping JC 3: Loe X Store'-+ CS'( Ans X St0re' ) is defined by: 
JC 3(a, 17) = 
if a(a} =unset, NotReady, free then (suspend, 17) 
if a( a) = (3 then ( (3, u) 
if u(a) = (</J, e) then ~rror, u) 
if a(a) =(e. E) then 0 3(< E, e. o>) 
if a<a> =_<ai. a2> then «A,, A2>. a2 > 
where (A 1, a 1) E JC3(a,, 11) and (A2, a2) E JC3(a2. a,) 
4.4.5. Examples 
Example l 
A transition sequence in T 1• We consider the expression 
add (assignx=2; 3) (assigny=3;x) 
Suppose that e;(x)=a3 and Q;(y)=a4 for I =0, ... ,6; l7(CY3)=17(a4)=unsel and 
o(a 1)=o(a 2)=frce. 
< add (assign x =2; 3) (assign y =3; x), «eo. ((Q 1, e 2), e 3)), ((Q4, Q5), '16)), u>-+ 
< [add) E 1 E2. ((ro. Q 1), Q 2). u>-+ 
<[add) a 1 E 2, ((r 0 ,r0), (Ji), 11{ Uh. E 1)/a 1}>-+ 
<[add] a 1 02. ((ro. to), ro). u,{ (Q2. E2)/a2}>-+ 
<[add] (E 1 => a 1) a 2, ((r0 , e1), r 0), u2{ NotReady/ai}>-+ 
<[add] (3 => a 1) a2. ((ro, Q3), ro), u3{ (Q2. 2)/a3}>-+ 
< (addj (J => a 1) a 2, ((r0, r 0), ro), u4>-+ 
< [addj J a 2, ((r0, r 0), r 0), 114{ Jla 1}>-+ 
< [add) J (E2 => a2). ((ro. ro). iii), u 5{ NotReadyla2}>-+ 
<[add] J (x => a2). ((to. ro). '26), u6{ (Q5, 3)/a4}>-+ 
<[add] J (2 => a3 => a2), ((ro. r 0), e2), 11 7{ NotReady/a3}>-+ 
< [add) J <l => a3 => a 2), ((r0 , r 0), r 0), us>-+ 
< [add) J <l => a2), ((ro, ro). r 0), 17s{ ~/a3}>-+ 
< [add] J l. ((r0, r 0), to). u9{ lla2}>-+ 
< ;!. 1710> 
The denotational meaning of the expression of example 1. 
&(add (assign x =2; 3) (assign y =3; x))(e)(print)(u) = 
&(add E 1)( e )(A (E 2)( Q )(print))(u) = 
&(add)( Q )(A (E 1)( 12 )(A (E 2><12 )(print)))(u) = 
x 1(P(add))(u) = 
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P(add)(a 1)(A (E2)( Q )(print))(u{ &(E 1)( Q )/a i}) = 
A(E2)(12)(print)(add a1Hu1) = 
(add a 1)(a 2)(print)(u1{ &(E2)(Q)/a2}) = 
force(a 1)(>..e 1. e 1 ENum-+ 01, wrong)(o2) = 
&(E 1)(Q)(>-.ea'.x 2(e)(u'{ e/a 1}))(a2{ NotReady/a 1}) = 
&(3)(e)(x 3)(03{ &(2)(e)/a3}) = 
" 3(~)( O' 4) = 
1C 2(~)( <7 4 { Jfa I}) = 
force(a 2)(>..e 2. e2 ENum-+ print(J+e2), wro11g)(a 5) = 
&(E 2H Q )(>..ea'." 4(e)( 11' { e/a2}))( a sf NotReady/a2}) = 
&(X)(Q)(X5)(a6{ &(3)(0)/a4}) = 
force(a3)(x 5)(07) = 
&(2)( Q )(>-.eu'." 5(e)( a' { E/a3}))(a7{ NotReady/a 3}) = 
" 6(~)( o s> = 
"s(~)(ua{ lfa3}) = 
x 4(~)(a 9{l/a 2 }) = 
print(J +~)(a io) = 
(~. 0'10) 
Example 3 
A transition sequence in transition system T 2. We consider the expression: 
add (assign x =2; y) (assign y =3; x) 
This expression is very similar to the expression of the previous examples. However, sequential 
evaluation of this expression deadlocks. Concurrent evaluation of the arguments does not deadlock. 
Just one of the possible sequences is given. 
Suppose that Q;(x)=a 3 and Q;(y)=a4 for f=0,. . .,6; u(a 3)=o(a4)=unsct and a(a 1)=a(a 2)=free. 
< add (assign x =2; y) (assign y =3; x), ((e 0, ((Q 1t Q2). e 3)), ((Q4, Q5), Q6)), a>-+ 
<[add] E1 E2, ((ro, Q 1). Q2), a>-+ 
< [add) a 1 E2, ((ro,ro), Q2), u{ (QI• E1)/a 1}>-+ 
<[add] a 1 a2. ((ro. ro). ro). u,{ (eh. E2)/a2}>-+ 
<[add) (E1 = a 1) a2. ((ro, Q 1). r 0), 02{ NotReadylai}>-+ 
<[add] (y =a,) a2, ((ro, Q3), ro). 03{ (Q2. 2)/ot3}>-+ 
<[add) (y = a1) (E2 = a1), ((ro, Q3), Q2). CT4{ NotReady/a2}>-+ 
" <[add) (y =a,) (x = a2), ((ro. Q3), Q6), us{ (Q5, 3)/a4}>-+ 
<[add) (3 = 04 = a1) (x = ai). ((r0 , Q 5), 12 6), a 6{ NotReady/a 4}>-+ 
<[add) (3 = a4 ~ a 1) (2 = a3 = a 2), ((r0 , Qs). e2), o 7{ NotReady/a 3}>---> 
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<[add] (3 => a 4 => a 1) (~ => a3 => a2>. ((ro, es>. ro), as>_. 
<{add] (3 => a4 =>a,) <l => a2). ((ro, Q5), ro). as{ .7.fa3}> _. 
< [add) (3 => a4 => a 1) l. ((ro. Q s). ro). 09{ lla2}> _. 
<[add) (J => a 4 => a 1) l, ((r 0 , r 0), r 0), 010> _. 
<[add) (J => a1) l, ((ro. ro), ro>. a10{ J/a4}> -
< [add] J ±. ((r0 , r 0), ro). 011 { ~/ai}> _. 
<~,u12> 
A transition sequence in T 3. We consider the expression: 
(par (par z assign z =add; assign x =2; 1) assign y =3; 4) 
Note that evaluation of the expression 
((z assign z =add; assign x =2; I) assign y =3; 4) 
deadlocks. 
Just one of the possible sequences is shown. 
Suppose that Q;(x)=a3, e;(y)=a 4 and Q;(z)=a 6 for i=0, ... ,10; o(aj)=unset for j=3,4,6 and 
o(ak)=free for j=l,2,5,7. 
< par (par z assign z =add; assign x =2; l) (assign y =3; 4), 
«eo. «e1. e2>. ((e3, Q4), ((e5, Q6), e1)))), «es. Q9), e10». o> _. 
< [par] E 1 E 2, (( r O• Q I) , Q 2) , O > _. 
<(par] a, E2. ((ro. ro). e2). o{ ({,1i, F1)/a1}> -i. 
< [par] a1 a2, ((ro, ro>. ro>. 01{ (ib, E1)fot2}> _. 
<(par) (/~·, =>a, x) =>as a2. ((ro. (Q1. ii{ a2/x})), ro). 02{ NotReady/a 1, a:d> -i. 
< [par] (([par) E3 E 4) => a 1 x) => a 5 a 2, 
((ro. (((ro, Q2). ((Q3, Q4), ((Q~, Q6), Q7))), (2{ a2/x })), ro). 03> _. 
<[par) (([par] a 6 E4) => a 1 x) => a 5 a2, 
((ro. (((ro. ro). ((Q3, Q4), ((Q5, Q6), (27))), e{ azlx})), ro). 0'3> 4 
<[par) (((parJa 6 a 7) => a 1 x) => a 5 a2. 
((ro. {((ro. ro). ro). Q{ a2fx })), ro). 03{ (Q4, E4)la1}> _. 
<[par] (([par) a 6 (E4 => a 7)) => a 1 x) =>as a2, 
((r0, (((ro. ro), Q4), Q{ a2lx })), r 0), 03{ NotReadyfot 7}> -i. 
<(par] (([par] a 6 ((assignx=2;1) =>a 7)) =>a 1 x) =>as «2, 
((ro. (((ro. ro). ((Q5, Q6), Q7)), e{ a2/x})), ro). 04{ (Q4, add)/a6}> _. 
< [par] (([par] a6 (I => a7)) => a1 x) = as a2, 
, 
((ro. (((ro. ro). Q7), iH a2/.t })), ro). us{ (Q6, 2)/a3}> _. 
< fpar] (([par) a6 (1 => a7)) => a1 x) =>as (E2 => a2). 
((ro. (((ro. ro). Q7), e{ a2/x})), Q2), 06{ NotReady/a2}> _. 
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<[par] (([par] a 6 (1 = a 7)) = a 1 X) =as (4 = ai). 
((r0, (((ro, ro). e1), Q{ a2/x})), e10), 117{ (Q9, 3)/a4}> _... 
<[par] (((par] (add = a 6 x) = a 8 (l = a 7)) = a 1 x) =as (4 = az), 
((ro. (((ro. (Q4, e{ a1lx })), e1>. e{ ailx })), e io). 17g{ NotRcady/a6, CYg}> _. 
<[par] (([par] ([add]= a6 x) = ag (~ = a1)) = a1 X) =as (4 = a2>. 
((ro. (((ro, (ro. 1H a7/x })), Q7), iH ailx })), e 10). a9> _. 
<{par] ({[par] ([add] x) = a 8 (I = a 7)) = a 1 x) =as (4 = a2). 
((r O• (((r O• (r O• Q{ a7/X })) , Q 7), Q { a 2fX })) , Q 10). 1J9{ ([add], r o)/a 6} > _. 
<[par) (([par] ([add] x) = a 8 <l = a 7)) = a 1 x) = a 5 (4 = a 2), 
((ro, (((ro, (ro, Q{ a7/X })), ro), (i{ a2IX })), e 10), 1110> _... 
<[par) (([par] ([add] x) = a 8 ! la,> = a1 x) =as (4 = a2), 
((ro. (((ro. (ro. Q{ a1/x })), ro), iH a2/x })), e 10>. 1110{ !fo1}> _. 
< [parj (({par) ([add] a 7) = as ! la,> = a1 x) = as (4 = a2). 
((ro. (((ro. (ro. ro)). ro). e{ a2/x})), Q10). 1111> -Jo 
< (par) (([par) ([add) a7) 101 1101) =a, x) =as (4 = a2), 
((ro. (((ro. (ro. ro)). ro). e{ a21x })), Q 10). 011{ ([add) a7, (ro. ro))l<v~}> -· 
<[par) (([add] a 7) = a 1 x) =as (4 = a2), 
((ro. ((ro, ro), (?{ a2lx })), Q 10), 1J12> _. 
< [par] (({add] a 7) x) = as (4 = a2). 
((ro, ((ro, ro), e{ a2lx })), Q 10>. 1112{ ([add] 0!7, (ro, ro))/a .}> _... 
< [par] {((add] a1) X) => as (_1 => az}, ((ro, ((ro, fo), Q{ az/X })), fo), 013> _... 
< [par) (([add] a 7) x) = ots .1 la 2 , ((ro. ((ro. ro). iH azlX })), ro). 1113{ .1fo2}> _... 
< [par] (([addj a1) a2) = as .11 02 , ((ro, ((ro, ro). ro)), ro). 014> _... 
< (par) 
< [par) 
(((add) 1) a2) = as 4 la , ((ro, ((ro. ro), ro)), ro). 014> _... 
- - 2 
(([add]!) 1> = a 5 1102 , ((r0, ((ro, ro), ro)), ro>. 1114> _... 
< (par] (~ =as) 1 la
2
, ((ro, ro). ro), C114> _... 
< fparj ~ la
5 
1 la
2
, ((ro. ro). ro). 1114{ ~fos}> _... 
4.5. Natural semantics 
In [Ka] natural semantics have been introduced. We briefly discuss some aspects of this semantic 
specification formalism. 
A natural semantics is based on an inference system. Axioms and inference rules are provided to 
characterize various semantic predicates to be defined on an expression. For instance, 
ei-!'E=a 
expresses that expression E in environment Q evaluates to a. The turnstile is used, because a natural 
semantics is identified with a logic. On the left of the turnstile collections of assumptions on variables 
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occur, not arbitrary formulae. 
A semantic definition is an unordered collection of rules. A rule has basically two parts, a numerator 
and a denominator. The numerator is again an unordered collection of formulae. Formulae are either 
sequents or conditions. The denominator of a rule is a sequent. Atomic conditions may be axiomatized in 
a separate set of rules. A sequent has an antecedent and a consequent separated by the turnstile. The con-
sequent is a predicate. 
A rule that contains no sequent on the numerator is an axiom. The various forms of sequents in a 
semantic definition are called judgements. 
We now return to our language. First we define 
Definition 4.38 
The dass of partially applied functions ( </> E) Paf' is given by: 
</> ::= 'Ax.E I pE1 ... Em 
where E,E 1, ... ,Em E Exp; p is a primitive function with arity n; O;;am<n 
Note that Paf' C Exp. Furthermore we define 
Definition 4.39 
The class ,~J expressed values (e E) Ev" is given by: 
E ::= f3 I (a 1' a2) I </> 
where {3EBv, au a 2 ELoc and c/>EPaf'. 
We denote by o an element of Ev"\Bv. Thus: 
o ::= (a i. a2) I 'Ax.E I pE 1 ... Em 
Definition 4.40 
The class of stored values (sE) Sv" is given by: 
s ::= f3 I (o, Q 1) I (Q 2 , E) I unset I NotReady I free 
where {3EBv, oEEv"\Bv, e 1 EFit(o), (e 2, E)EClo'. 
The class of stores (a E) Store" is given by: 
Store" = Loe--+ Sv" 
We use the following judgements: 
1) Q, a 1- E = ({3, a') 
where eEFit(E), a, a'EStore", EEExp and {3EBv, 
2) Q, a 1- E = (o, e', a') 
where e'EFit(o) and oEEv"\Bv. 
We prefer to write 
< E, Q, a>--+< {3, a'> I < o, Q1 , a'> 
In our semantic definition we do not use conditions in the strict sense of the natural semantics cc Kahn. 
Furthermore, formulae in the numerator of a rule have an implicit order. 
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We now define 
Definition 4.41 
The inference system is defined by the following axioms and rules: 
Axiom 1 
< true, e. a>-+ < true, a> 
provided that 
(i) e E Ide -+ Loe 
Axiom 2 
< false, e. a>-+ < false, a> 
provided that 
(i) e E Ide -+ Loe 
Axiom 3 
<m,e,a>-+ <!!!:.,a> 
provided that 
(i) e E Ide-+ Loe 
Axiom 4 
<nil, e. a> -lo <nil, a> 
provided that 
(i) e E Ide -+ Loe 
Axiom 5 
<cons £ 1 £ 2 , e. a{ free/a; LEI>-+< (ai. a 2), (r 0, r 0), a{ (e;, E;) la; LEI> 
provided that 
( i) the index set I is equal to { i E {l,2} I E; EE Ide } 
(ii) e E Fit( cons EI E2) 
Axiom 6 
< 'Ax.E, e, a>-+< 'Ax.E, e. a> 
provided that 
(i) e E Fit(E) 
Axiom 7 
provided that 
( i) p is a primitive function with arity n 
( ii) 0;& m <n 
(iii) e E Fit(pE1 ... E 111 ) 
Axiom 8 
< x, e, a> - < (3, a> 1 < o, {i, a> 2 
provided that 
( i) e E Ide ---t Loe and e(x) =a 
(ii) in case 1: a(a)=(3 
(iii) in case 2: a(a)=(o, {i) 
Rule 1 ( Var) 
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< ((Eo Ei) ... En), e. u{ unset/a}> ---t < (3, u> I < o, Q, u> 
< (((varx; Eo) E1) ... En), e', u{ free/a}> - < (3, u> I < o, Q, u> 
provided that 
( i) ll 6: 0 
(ii) Mod(eo)(x)(a) = eo 
(iii) e' satisfies: 
(a) fork <n +l Sel(k)(e') = Sel(k)(e) 
(b) fork >n Mod( Sel(k)(e') )(x)(a) = Sel(k)(e) 
Rule 2 ( Assign ) 
< (((assign x =E ; Eo) E 1) ••• En), (/, u{ unset/a}> ---t < (3, u> I < o, Q, u> 
provided that 
( i)ns;;O 
(ii) Mod(eo)(x)(a) = eo and Mod(Q)(x)(a) = e 
(iii) e ' satisfies: 
(a) fork <n +1 Sel(k)(e') = Sel(k)(e) 
(b) Sel(n + l)(e') = eo 
(c) Sel(n +2)(e') = e 
(d) Sel(n +3)(e') E Ide - Loe such that Sel(n +3)(e')(x) = a 
(e) fork >n +3 Sel(k)(e') = Sel(n +3)(e') 
Rule 3 ( Lambda - argument no variable ) 
< ((Eo E1) ••• En). Q, a{ (Q, E')la}> ---t < (3, a> I < o, Q, u> 
< (((A.x.Eo E') E 1) ... En), e', a{ free/a}> ---t < (3, u> I < o, Q, a> 
provided that 
( i) n s;;O and E'fi.Jde 
(ii) Mod(e 0)(x)(a) = eo 
(iii) e ' satisfies: 
(a) for k~n+I Sel(k)(e') = Sel(k)(e) 
(b) Sel(n+l)(e') = e 
(c) fork>n+I Mod( Sel(k)(e') )(x)(a) = Sel(k-l)(e) 
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Rule 4 ( Lambda - argument a variable ) 
< ((Eo E1) ... En), e. a>---+ < {3, a> I < o, Q, a> 
< (((M.EoY) E1) ... En), e', a>---+< (3, u> I < o, Q, u> 
provided that 
( i) n ~ 0 
(ii) Mod(eo)(x)(a) = eo 
(iii) e ' satisfies: 
(a) fork<n+l Sel(k)(e') = Sel(k)(Q) 
(b) Sel(n+l)(e') E Ide-+ LocsuchthatSel(n+l)(e')(y) =a 
(c) fork >n + 1 Mod( Sel(k)(e') )(x)(a) = Sel(k- l)(Q) 
Rule 5 ( Expressed value ) 
< ((</> E1) En), Q, a{(</>, Qo)la}>---+ < (3, u> I < o, Q, u> 
< ((x E1) ... En), e', a{(</>, eo)la}>---+ < (3, u> I < o, e. u> 
provided that 
( i) n >0 ; (note that case n=O is treated by Axiom 8) 
( ii) e, satisfies: 
(a) fork<n+l Sel(k)(e') = Sel(k)(e) 
(b) Sel(n + l)(e') E Ide---+ Loe such that Sel(n + l)(e')(x) = a 
(c) fork >n + 1 Sel(k)( e') = Sel(n + l)(e') 
Rule 6 ( Simple closure ) 
< E' e. a{ NotReady/a}>---+ < {3, a> I < o, e. a> 
< X, e', a{ (Q, E)/a}>---+< (3, u{ (3/a}> I < o, e. u{ (o, g)/a}> 
provided that 
(i) e' E Ide ---+ Loe such that e '(x) =a 
Rule 7 ( Closure ) 
< E, Q, ai{ NotReadyla}>---+ <</>,e. a2> 
< ((</> E1) ... En), Q, <J2{ (</>, e)la}>---+ < {3, a> I < o, Q, a> 
< ((x Ei) .•. En), e', <J1{ (Q, E)/a}>---+ < {3, u> I < o, e. u> 
provided that 
( i) n >0 ; (note that case n=O is treated by rule 6) 
( ii) fork >0 Sel(n +k)(e) = Sel(k)(e) ; in other words eo = e 
(iii) e' satisfies: 
(a) for k<n +l Sel(k)(e') = Sel(k)(e) 
(b) Sel(n + l)(e') E Ide---+ Loe such that Sel(n + l)(e')(x) = a 
(c) fork>n+l Sel(k)(e') = Sel(n+l)(e') 
Rule 8 (Standard functions) 
< E 1' e 1' (Ji{ NotReadyla; };EI > ---+ < (31' U1 > 
< 'E2. e2. a2>---+ < f32. u2> 
< E;, Q;, a;>-+< (3;, a;> ( 2<i<n) 
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< pE, ... En, Q, 0"1{ free/a;}IEI > _. < (3, <1n+1> 
provided that 
( i) p is a standard primitive function such as add, div or not with arity n >0 
(ii) the index set I is equal to { i E {l, ... ,n} I E, 4 Ide } 
(iii) for i = 1,. . .,n : if i E I then O"; + 1 =11 i{ (3 if a;} else 11 1 +1 = i1; ft 
( iv) f3 = fp)((3 ,,. .. ,{3n) 
( v) eo E Ide_. Loe 
Rule 9 (Scq) 
< E,, Q' 1• ai{ NotReady/a;} 1Et > _. < /3,, '11>1A I < o,, Q1. i11>10 
< Ei. e'2. 112> _. < f32. i12>2A I < 02. Qz, 0:2>2R I < q,, /;~. 0:2>2c 
[ < cf:>E, ... En• Q, 113> _. < (33, i13> I < 03, Q3, <J3> he 
< seq E 1E 2E 1 ... En , Q', 11 d free/a;}; E 1 > _. < (3 j , 11 4 > I < o j , Q j , u 4 > 
provided that 
( i) the index set is equal to { i E {1,2} I E1 Et Ide) 
( ii) if I E I then 
in case IA: "2 = i11{ f31/a1) 
in case IB: 0"2 = i1 1{ (o 1, e 1)la2) 
else <T 2 = i1 1 ft 
(iii) in case 2A,2B: n=O ,j=2 
if 2 E I then 
in case 2A : <T4 = i12{ f32la2} 
in case 2B : o 4 = u:i{ (oz, e 2)la2} 
else <T4 = <12 fi 
( iv) in case 2C : n >0, j =3 
if 2 E I then 0"3 = <1 2 { (ef>, Q2)lot2} else 113 = <12 ft 
04 = 03 
fork >0 Sel(n +k)(Q) = Sel(k)("Q 2), in other words Qo = 'Q 2 
( v) Q' satisfies: 
(a), in case 2C: fork <n + 1 Sel(k)(e') = Sel(k)(e) 
(h) Sel(11+l)(Q 1) = e'2 
(c) Sel(11 +2)(e') = e' 1 
(d) Sel(n +3He') E Ide_. Loe 
(e) for le >n +3 Sel(k)(e') = Sel(n +3)(e') 
Rule 10 (Val) 
< Ei. e'i. o,{ NotReadyla;};EJ > _. < Ei. u1>1A < e,, e •. u,>rn 
< E2. 11' 2. 02> _. < <1>. ez, u2> 
< cf:>xE, .•• En' e. 03> _. < {33, U3> I < 03, Q 3• 0:3> 
<vat E1E2E 1 ... En, e', ad freela;};Er > _. < {33, 03> I < 03, Q3, u3> 
provided that 
( i) ,, ?; 0 
( ii) the index set I is equal to { i E {1,2} I E1 Et Ide } 
(iii) if I E I then 
in case IA,.: u 2 = u 1{e 1/a 1}withe 1 E Bv 
in case lB: 112 = ui{ (e I• Q 1)/ai} with E1 E Ev \ Bv 
else o2 = "i1 1 ft 
(iv) if 2 E I then 03 = u2{ (ef>, e2)la2} else 113 = 0:2 fi 
( v) if I Et r then a 1 = e' 1(E 1) 
( vi) Sel(n +l)(e)(x) = a 1 
(vii) fork >O Sel(n +k + l)(e) = Sel(k)(e 2) 
(vii) e' satisfies: 
(a) fork<n+I Sel(lc)(e'> = Sel(k)(e) 
(b) Sel(n + l)( e') = e' 2 
(c) Sel(11 +2)(Q') = e', 
(d) Sel(n +3)(e'> E Ide-+ Loe 
(e) for le >11 +3 Sel(k)(e') = Sel(11 +3)(e') 
Rule 11 (If) 
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< E1, 1?'1t G1{ NotReady/a;};e1 >-+ < {J., u1> 
< E 1 • e' 1 • O' 1 > -+ < fJ 1 • "ii 1 > 2A I < a, . "ii 1 • "ii, > n1 I < </J. "ii 1 • "ii 1 > 2c 
[ < </JE, ... En. e. 0'4>-+ < {J4, 04> I < 84, Q4, 04> he 
< if EI E 2E 3E, ... En • e,' O' I { free/a; } j EI > -+ < (j j ' C1 5 > I < tJ j • Q j ' C1 5 > 
provided that 
( i) the index set is equal to { i E {l,2,3} I E; Et Ide } 
( ii) ( (j 1 = tru~ and I = 2 ) or ( {J 1 = false and I = 3 ) 
(iii) if 1 ~ I then 
In case ~~-I Et Ide: O'/ ="ii,{ IJ1lot,, (Q's-1. Es-1)/ots-1} 
incaseE5_ 1 E Ide:"' =oi{(j 1/ai} 
else 
in case ~~-I Et Ide: a,= o1{ (e's-1. Es-1)/ots-tl 
in case F,~_ 1 E Ide: .a, = u 1 
fi 
( iv) in case IA ,IB : n =0 , j = l 
if I E i then 
in case IA : a 5 ="ii,{ IJ1lot,} 
in case IB : u 5 = "ii,{ (81, Q1)lot1} 
else 11 5 = a 1 fi 
( v) in case IC : n >0 , j =4 
if I E I then 17 4 ="ii,{ (</J, {i,)lot,} else a4 = Ci1 fi 
175 = 04 
Qo = e1 
( vi) e' satisfies: 
(a) in case 2C: fork. <n + l Sel(k)(Q') = Sel(k)(Q) 
(b) Sel(n +l)(e') = Q 1 3 
(c) Sel(n +2)(e') = e' 2 
(d) Sel(n +3)(e') = e', 
(e) Sel(n +4)(e') E Ide-+ Loe 
(f) fork >n +4 Sel(k)(e') = Sel(n +4)(Q') 
Rule 12 (Head) 
< Ei. Q·, 1, o 1{ NotReady/a; };et>-+ <(a, a'), (r0 , r 0), Ci 1> 
< xE1 ... En, e. u2>-+ < IJ2. Ci2> I < 82. Q2. Ci2> 
<head E1E, ... En, e'. 0'1{ free/a;};et >-+ < '32. 0:2> I < 82. e2. 0:2> 
provided thj;lt _ 
( i) the index set I is equal to { i E {l} I E; EE Ide } 
( ii) n ;;; 0 
(iii) if I E I then 0'2 = o1{ (a, a')!ot 1} else f12 = u1 fi 
( iv) Q 0 E Ide-+ Loe such that Q 0(x) =a 
( v) Q' satisfies: 
(a) fork <11 +I Sel(k)(Q') = Sel(k)(Q) 
(b) Sel(11 + l)(Q') = Q 1 1 
( c) Sel(11 + 2)( e') E Ide -+ Loe 
(d) fork >n +2 Sel(k)(Q') = Sel(n +2)(Q') 
Rule 13A (Y-combinator) 
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< £,, e'1• 111{ NotReadyla;};EI >-+ < "Jvc.E, e1. a,> 
< E, e'2. 112>-+ < f32. C12>2A I < 02. e2. «12>20 I < t/>, e2. <12>2e 
[ < q,E, ... En' e. <13>-+ < {33, <13> I < 03, e 3, <13> he 
< y E,E, ... E", e', o,{ freela,};EI >-+ < f31,04> I < Oj, e1, 04> 
provided that 
( i) the index set is equal to {2} U { i E {I} I E; Et Ide } 
( ii) if 1 E I then 0'2 = O' I { (A.t.E' e 1)/a i} else 0'2 = <11 fi 
(iii) Q' 2 =Mod(e 1)(x)(a 2) 
(iv) in case 2A,2B: n=O ,}=2 
in case 2A: 0'4 = i12{ fl2/a2} 
in case 28 : 0'4 = <12{ (02, e2)/a2} 
( v) in case 2C: n >0 ,}=3 
0'3 = 0:2{ <tJ>. e2>1a2> 
114 = 0'3 
Qo = e2 
( vi) Q' satisfies: 
(a) in case 2C: fork<n+I Sel(k)(e') = Sel(k)(e) 
(b) Sel(n + l)(e') = e' 1 
(c) Sel(n +2)(e') E Ide-+ Loe 
(d) fork >n +2 Sel(k)(e') = Sel(11 +2)(e') 
Ruic J.38 (Y-combinator) 
< E 1, e' 1, ui{ NotReadyla;};e 1 >-+ < pE' 1 ••• E'm• 'Q 1, u 1> 
< pE', ... E'mX, Q 1 2. 0'2>-+ < IJ2. u2>2A I< 02, Q2. U2>2n I < </>, Q2. i12>2c 
[ < q,E, ... E", Q, 113>-+ < {33, u3> I < 03, Q3, U3> he 
< Y E 1E 1 ... E", Q 1 , ui{ free/a;};EI >-+ < f31,<14> I < 01, Q1, u4> 
provided that 
( i) the index set is equal to {2} U { i E {I} I E; El: Ide } 
(ii) if I E I then u 2 = ui{ (pE' 1 ... E' "" e 1)/a 1} else "2 =a, fi 
(iii) e' 2 satisfies: 
(a) Sel(l)(e' 2) E Ide_. Loe suchthatSel(l)(e' 2)(x) = a 2 
(b) fork>l Sel(k)(e' 2) = Sel(k-l)(Q" 1) 
( iv) in case 2A,2B : n =0 , j =2 
in case 2A: 114 ·= <12{ f32/0t2} 
in case 28: 174 = <12{ (02. e2)/a2} 
( v) in case 2C : n >0, j =3 
113 = a2{ <<P. e2>fo2} 
0'4 = 113 
- ~ 
eo = Q2 
( vi) e' satisfies: 
(a) in case 2C: fork <11+1 Sel(k)(e') = Sel(k)(Q) 
(b) Sel(11 + l)(e') = e' 1 
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(c) Sel(n +2)(e') E Ide - Loe 
(d) fork >n +2 Sel(k)(e') = Sel(n +2)(e') 
The meaning of an expression is defined in 
Definition 4.42 
a. The mapping N: Exp - ( Store" - Ans x Store" ) is defined by: 
N(E)(a) = N(< E, e, a>) 
where e is the fitting arid operational environment of E 
b. The mapping N: Exp x Env' x Store" - Ans x Store" is defined by: 
N(< E, e. a>)= 
if< E, e, a> - < (3, a'> then 
({3, a') 
if < E, e' (J > - < </>' e I' a'> then 
(error, a') 
if< E, e, a> - <(al> a 2), (r 0, r 0), a'> then 
((Ai. Ai), a2) 
where (Ai. a 1) = JC'(al> a) and (A2, a2) = JC'(a2, a 1) 
otherwise 
(error, a) 
c. The mapping JC': Loe x Store" - Ans x Store" is defined by: 
JC'(a, a) = 
if a(a) = unset, NotReady, free then (suspend, a) 
if a(a) = (3 then ((3, a) 
if a(a) = (</>, e) then (~ror, a) 
if a(a) = (e, E) then N("!!:_ E.2.e' a>) 
ifa(a) =_(al> a 2) then ((A1>A2), az1 
where (Ai. a1) = JC'(a 1, a) and (A2, <12) = JC'(a2, <11) 
Example 
The 'natural' meaning of the expression 
var x; vary; (add (assign x =2; 3) (assign y =3; x) 
Note that the expression resembles the expression of the examples I and 2 in section 4.4.5. 
Saye = ((ro, ((ro, ro), ro)), ((ro. ro), ro)) 
Assume that a(et;)=free for i=l, ... ,4. 
We giye the inference: 
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where e4 = Sel(l)(Q3) 
where u 4 = u{ NotReady/a 1, NotReady/a 2, ( Sel(2)(e 3), 2 )/a 3, unset/a 4 } 
where e 3 = Sel(2)(e2) 
where u 3 = u{ NotReady/a 1, NotReady/a 2, unset/a 3, unset/a 4 } 
where e 1 = Sel(2)( e 3) 
where u7 = u{ ~/al> NotReady/a2, NotReady/a3, ( Sel(2)(e 5), 3 )/a 4 } 
where e 6 = Sel( 1)( e s) 
where u 6 = u{ ~la 1, NotReady/a 2, ( Sel(2)(e 3), 2)/a 3, ( Sel(2)(e 5), 3 )/a 4} 
where u 8 = u{ Jla I> NotReady/a 2, 'l:_la 3 , ( Sel(2)(e 5), 3 )/a 4 } 
5) < assigny=3;x, g5 , u 5>-+ < 'l:_, u 8 > (4, R2) 
where e 5 = Sel(l )( e 2) 
where u 5 = u{ ~la 1, NotReady/a 2, ( Sel(2)(e 3), 2)/a 3, unset/a 4 } 
where e2 = Mod(e1HY)(a4) 
where u 2 = u{ free/a I> free/a 2, unset/a 3, unset/a 4} 
where u 9 = u{ J!a 1, 'l:_/a 2, 'l:_la 3, ( Sel(2)(e 5), 3 )/a 4} 
where e I = Mod(e)(x)(a3) 
where u 1 = u{ free/a 1> free/a 2, unset/a 3, free/a 4 } 
Thus: N(E)(u) = N( < E, e. u>) = (~. u9). 
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4.6. Comment 
Eventually, the operational semantics has required more preparatory work than the natural semantics. 
This is obviously an advantage of the more elegant natural semantics. However, the examples show that 
the natural semantics has more theoretical value than practical value, unless a general strategy for execu-
tion is provided to solve the various kinds of 'equations' on sequents. We further refer to [Ka] for this 
subject. 
There is obviously a correspondence between ~, 0 1 and N, but it has not been given in this paper. 
Further progress can be made in accomodating the natural and denotational semantics to parallel evalua-
tion. Furtermore, it would be very nice, if semantics could be given based on processes as in chapter 3. 
This requires a solid mathematical framework. Once established, semantical equivalence proofs and the 
like are within reach. 
We conclude this paper with a list of references in chapter 5. 
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